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In Same Class With Tucson, Former Superintendent of Blind Verdict of Accidental Death and Judges '
Queries Pour In Game Warden Delay in Printing Report of Expect to Seize Custom Houses
Phoenix, and Cheyenne,
Col. Prichard, Messes Wood
the
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Arizona
Border
Two
Committee to
Gable's Office As
Company Was
Along
Asylum Must Serve His
W
yomir.g.
Soon.
Term.
and Larrazclo SpeakersYears Ago.
Very
D. C, Jan. 26. The
Two moil wore killed and three iniiita Fe rejoiced last ni,ht at
The supreme court was in session
of Albuquerque is 11,020, atlain today, the following being
by a premature explosion of a ''in img held at the court house over
lection Saturday and eloquent;
compared with 6.208 in 1 :mo, a gain ent, Chit
.
.
lies were delivfi-eby Chief Jus'.
uaj
M,rle.
nf A 7X9. in ten vears or almost SO tier
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' William If. Pope, Associate Jus- occurred
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,
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Ifclll,
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cent. Tins assure, .uuuime.uue
mvjd j, Lwlhv, AUOrney General o'cloc k in the SB mine operated under
rank as the nrsi city in .New Mexico Frank V Clancy, Deputy Marshal lease by the Colorado Fuel and Iron .v torney Francis
Wood of Albu- r.;uf o. A. I.arrazoio of I jib Ve- anrl the only one with more than 10.-- ('haves ronresenting Marshal Foraker Cornnanv. Just what caused the a cit,rt known iL'nc unit I'd
T,.;,.1. ., ..,? nr
cour .1 t
C.f.n.
,,r,Jnl,W- - nf.t-oooo people within the territory's Urn.! and Jose 1).
Sena, supreme
The court disposed of the fol Piucido Salcido, who was acting as! this city. Former Mayor I. Sparks
its being more than Uvif.e the
Iation of Santa Fe, and about five lowing;
powder man, was charging a hole. He of Santa Fe. who is chairman of the
a keg hoard of county commissioners and
thousand more than Roswcll, it is be-t('me N'o mil United States of 'had inserted the dynamite and
it. manaL'er o! tn
lira Fe Telephone
iieVed. This does not inc lude the
America appellee vs. Santa Rita Store of black pow der and was tamping
nlation of such suburbs us old Al- - Company, and the Santa Rita .Mining when without a warning the explo- Exchange presidi d at the meting and
fifin giaceful pbran"s introduced
the
buquerque, Barelas, etc., which will Company, on appeal from the United sion occurred. There were about
The interpreters were of
probably increase the total to more States court, third judicial district. teen men at work in the immediate speakers.
This, because In Sonora they will be than 15,000. The census bureau also Reversed.
vicinity and a scene of the greatest (the best, Hon. Acasio Cai'.egos,
An alarm was at ant superintendent of public instruc-oneensued.
with announces the population of Tucson,
in more direct communication
This is the rioted case in which
and willing rescuers went Jt ion, and Hon. Jose i Sena, former
Sinaloa and other states of the west Arizona, to be 13,193 compared with
given
Harllee and Barnes and the to work under the direction of Super-- mayor of Santa Fe and
coast where discontent iB known to 7,531 in 1900, and of Laramie, Wyom- Attorneys
supreme court
W. B. Childcrs wererfor the aplate
As clerk, rapidly translating the speech-soowith
McNaniara.
8,207
intendent
Timothy
prevail. To carry out this plan, the ing, to be 8,237 compared
LleV.
H. H.
and Major
as something like order could es. It was noticeable that while the
rebels gave up the city of Guerrero ten years ago. In New .Mexico, the; pellants,
wellyn, special assistant to the at- be restored it was found that one audience was not a
apacity house
and moved across the mountains, a onlv other cities whose population has
torney general of the United States,
man, Macedonio Ojila, had been killed there were many ladies present and
seasoned body of troops which ap- been thus far announced are Santa Fe was for the appellee.
1.864.
Placido Salcido, the pow-- their presence encouraged the speak- outright.
peared before Sahuaripa, which was 5,072, Raton 4,528, and Deming
is written by Associate der man, fatally injured and three ers to make occasional aerial excurThe
surrendered to the insurgents. Among Jhat of Phoenix, Arizona, is 11,13 i, Justice opinion
Merritt M. C. Mechem and it others hurt. Dr. Williams, the pbysi sions in oratory.
the arms given up there were the against 5,544 in 1900, and Cheyenne, is concurred in ny (.met
The First Infantry band ciseoursed
ten
justice rope, (.iau of tne Colorado Fuel and Iron
14,087
11,320
against
only machine guns the government Wyoming,
Associate Justices McFie, Ira A. Ab- was summoned and did
stirring patriotic music and helped
rolllpanv
had in that vicinity. According to years ago.
and Edward R. Wright.
Judge. (I.vtiling 'possible to relieve the In- - make the evening a very enjoyable
Census Returns.
this information, the rebel forces in
one.
26. The director Parker Having tried tne case ueiow jured.
Jan.
Washington,
the Sahuarpa district now number a of
The first speaker was Chief Justice
certificates did not take part in the decision and
issued
Salcido lived about an hour and a
census
has
the
men.
thousand
The
of population or advance statements neither did Judge Roberts who was half. At the time of the accident he William H. Pope. The chief justice
Mocte-zumnext object is
of
of population, based upon an official not a member of the court when the was standing directly over the hole spoke rapidly. Assistant Superintend- then lifes, and then to com- frmnt nf tho rotnrna of tlm
and was blown a distance of more ent of Public Instruction, Hon.
thirtspnth case was submitted.
e
bine all farces in a march on
History of Case.
ten feet, hitting with terrific sio Gallegos interpreting into Span- census, for the following:
rebels also plan it Is said,
The appellants, the Santa Rita Min- force on a rock wall. His head was.ish. The chief justice declared that
Indiana: Shoals town, Martin counthe capture of houses along the Ari- ty 1910, 711; 1900 C83.
ing Company and the Sauta Rita Store crushed and it is supposed that the ii' gave him keen pleasure to see how
zona border.
by
Missouri: Billings City, Christian Company, were jointly indicted with wound was received
striking even those opposed to the constitu
, tion are
Barbarities Fan Revolution.
rapidly falling into line for
one John Deegan and one William against the wall. Ojila was
County, 1910, 760; 1900 702.
El Paso, Jan. 26 The Herald corof
early statehood and told some of the
the
time
of
the
1910
at
a
violation
Salcido
3,!
near
Greene
section
for
county,
ing
Republic City,
respondent at Sbafter, Presidio coun- 884; 1900, 856.
Act of Congress, approved July 3, 1S1H), accident and was instantly killed, benefits as we!! as some of the duties
Xebraska. Geneva City, Fillmore chanter 647. 26 Stats, at large, 203,; flying rock striking him in many ''evolving on citizens as the result of
ty, Texas, writes that fighting was
Statehood "Our
i
...... rli,natr
on,! tmrtT.
v.
still going on Wednesday, south of county, 1910, 1,741; 1000, 1,334.
lw y.n uyc
ucau niiu
which is as follows:
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places on i lie UA
New Mexico, Deming town, Luna
there on the Mexican side, having
"Sec. 3. (Trusts etc., in Territories, The injured men were named Jose " our greatest assets," he said, "and
or District of Columbia,
been in progress nearly a week. He county, 1910 1,864.
Hernandez, Esperidion Melendez and snoukl be made known to the whole
illegal.)
world." This statement elicited apTennessee: Brownsville city, Hay- Persons combining guilty of misde-- i Gumicendo Dallas, all of whom
declares that the Federal loss has
Dal-iThe speaker declared that
plause.
contusions.
combination
and
wood
bruises
2,645.
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1900,
one
1910,
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20.
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Charles E. and fifty Federal cavalrymen
threatening the family
one of the leading commonwealths
spiracy in restraint of trade or com- from Fierro was to the effect that of
Chapman of 272 Lincoln road, Flush- rounded in the mountains south of ty, 1910, 687; 1900, 406.
the Union.
Virginia: Ashland town, Hanover merce in any territory of the United jail of the three men would recover.
ing, L. I., because of the protest he Ojnaga. The correspondent says that
to Santa Fe county he
ille-- j Justice of the Peace J. W. Welty
Referring
declared
is
1910,
1,324;
States
J.iOO,
hereby
county,
barbar
made after his
daughter, the Federal officials by their
'
said. "I know there have been differ
after
beand
a
coroner's
was,
turnished
This
information
jury
panelled
Beatrice, was compelled to dance ous acts are doing much to promote
ences in this county as elsewhere but
Tio nnnellnnta
wprd eon vlef eri mnl-ii- i rr n eomnlete investigation of
with a negro in public school No. 23, the revolution. The soldiers threw cause of urgent reasons, and the work
a verdict of acci - tDese differences seem to have been
led to special precautions to guard the religious images of a widow into a in the census bureau has necessarily Deegan and Young were acquitted, the facts returned
been hastened In order that the fig- The record shows that the appellants dental death and exonerating the com forgotten on election dav when this
the girl against Injury.
bog pen, because they suspected that ures
county presented a solid phalanx of
might be supplied in advance of are New Jersey corporations. Deegan pany from blame,
Mr. Chapman announced he will one of her sons was with the rebels
the announcement of population in re was the general agent and Young an! Placido Salcido was a man of about 2.600 votes for the constitution. There
take his family to Florida until the
Stole Horses Near Lordsburg.
course.
Tdie indictment
years of age and is survived is no doubt, that seeing that one may
charged forty-twemploye.
excitement is over.
El Paso, Jan. 20. Two Mexican gular
to by a wife. He had been a resident of say that the people of this county are
defendants
the
that
conspired
Beatrice left the school last week horse thieves were killed and two EXPLOSION REPORTED ON
coerce and compel the employes, Grant county for many years and was already getting together."
when her teacher, she said, ordered wounded in a running fight
with
Referring to his own county of
Macedonio
miner.
BOARD GUNGOAT WHEELING. lessees and tenants of the appellant an experienced
her to take Charlie Davis, a negro posses near the Mexico line south
to trade exclusively with the Santa Ojila was about thirty years of age Chaves, he told of differences of opin- before election day but nointed
boy, as partner in the physical cul- of Lordsburg, New Mexico, yestep Rumor,
However, Could Not Be Con Rita Store Company and as an overt nnd single. He has onlv been in this out now
ture exercises.
on January 21 it was evident
Immediately after day. The Mexicans, who it is beact further charged that on the 10th (section for a short time.
firmed as Wireless Stations
the girl told the story to her father, lieved were on their way to join the
were needed to get the
explo-,limeetings
of
cause
orThe
the
premature
of
defendants
the
1905,
in
Are Not
January,
Touch.
Chapman called on Miss Elsie Sear- revolutionists stole the horses near
dered the employes, lessees and ten- sion is supposed to be due to the fact PPop'e out to the polls; that a hundred
automobiles were seen dashing around
ing, the teacher, and protested. Com Lordsburg.
New York, Jan. 26. No confirma ants of appellants to quit trading with that the hole had not cooled and that
plaint was also made to a committee
tion was obtainable of the report here G. L. Turner & Son of Santa Rita, combustion resulted, but of course this carrying American flags and in them
of the board of education.
people with tiny American flags in
FIRE AND SMOKE
early today that an explosion had oc- a firm competing with the Santa Rita is merely theoretical.
tneir coat lapels. "If you had seen
BELCHING FROM STEAMER. curred on the gunboat Wheeling, en Store Company with the threat that
that sight, that example of patriotWEDDING OF YOUNG
route to New York to Guantanamo. any employe would be discharged and SCHENK JURY OUT
ism," he said, "you would have realPEOPLE YESTERDAY. But Was Able to Make Port in San The wireless stations
a rerefused
TWENTY-FOUbe
would
lessee
HOURS.
coast
any
the
along
ized that the people of Chaves counFrancisco Bay and Passengers
have not been in touch with the newal of their lease who failed to comty were also united." (Applause.)
The Ceremony Took Place at the
Were Saved.
order.
said
with
Wheeling and she has not been spok- ply
Hopelessly Divided But Judge Jordan
His Message.
Home of the Bride's Sister, .Mrs.
en since Tuesday.
Refused Request to Dismiss It.
Judge Mechem's Decision.
steamD. C. Stevens.
The
26.
San Francisco, Jan.
In his decision Judge Mechem says:
Continuing, the chief justice said:
Ten to Two For Acquittal.
"I bring you therefore,
er Queen, which leit here yesterday
There was no evidence that any officer
friends, to
Leo Butts, a well known young for Puget Sound ports laden with
or agent of either of appellants( other
20. Up to night a message to the oldest city
W.
Jan.
Va.,
Wheeling,
man of this city, aged 21 years, was freight and passengers, returned to
than Deegan) participated in or had 3 o'clock this afternoon the jury had which will remain the capital for two
married at high noon yesterday to port this morning with fire in her
hundred or more years. (Applause). I
t
knowledge of the acts of which
returned no verdict in the case of Mrs.
Miss Alice Plowman, aged 19, at the hold and smoke belching from her
is made. Undoubtedly a con- Schenk charged with poisoning
her bring this message from one of the
home of the bride's Bister, Mrs. D. C. hatchways.
The fire was discovered
youngest cities: Let us stand togethspiracy might be formed by two cor- husband.
Stevens at 332 San Francisco street, off Point Reyes. The passengers
er; let us get together and unite for
porations acting through agents, yet
is
Hung.
Jury
in this city. The ceremony was per- were terrified, but were soon quieted.
there must be more than one agent Wheeling, W. Va., Jan. 26. After one state which shall have no supeformed by Rev. B. F. Summers of St. The steamer was taken to the mud
or more than one person actually enr
hours the rior the new state of New Mexico."
John's Methodist Episcopal church. fiats off Mission where she will be Democrats Bought Danville gaged in the formation of the con- being out twenty-fouasked The First Infantry band played a
this
afternoon
Schenk
late
jury
After the
ceremony sunk if necessary to quench the fire.
wedding
In this case a conspiracy to be dismissed saying that they are stirring selection and then Chairman
spiracy.
Election
and
Paid
High
a sumptuous dinner
was servFire Extinguished.
was not formed because of a lack of hopelessly divided. Judge Jordan re- Sparks introduced Col. George W.
reed, and the young
people
San Francisco, Calif., Jan. 26. The
Price for It
persons. Deegan could not conspire fused to consider the request. The Prichard as the next speaker. Colonel
ceived the hearty congratulations and fire was distinguished later without
with himself; neither could two or defense claims that the jury is ten to Prichard made a happy address in
well wishes of their friends. Mr. and sinking the vessel.
more corporations conspire alone by two for acquittal. The prosecution which he explained the absence of
Mrs. Butts will leave this evening
BIG
Had some other
DOINGS ARE EXPECTED
of Deegan.
stand in its favor. many people from the hall saying that
for Pueblo, Colorado, where they will GENERAL PERSHING HAS
Bans or agent of either corporation claims a similar
Santa Fe county voters feel that after
Discharged.
Jury
make their home.
what they did at. the polls Saturday
EXTERMINATED MURDERERS.
participated in, or had knowledge of,
Wheeling, Jan. 26. The
jury in
Grand
in Its Probe Is Get- - the scheme, then a conspiracy might
dis- they fan take their comfort at home.
was
case
murder
Schenk's
Mrs.
Jury
'
SENATORIAL DEADLOCKS
Returns to Manila After Successful
have been formed between the two charged at 5 o'clock this afternoon. He continued: "Yes. my friends, the
ting Down to Significant
REMAIN UNBROKEN.
defendant corporations. The union of They were unable to agree on a ver- roar and din of conflict has passed
Campaign in Davao Scattered
Facts.
Manobo Bands.
away; the smoke of battle has risen
two or more persons, the - conscious dict.
and now we look on the field of acBig Reception to Martine by Towns
Manila, Jan. 26. General Pershing
in the scheme of two or
participation
men Adams Gains Two, Speer
tion."
commanding the department of MinDanville, 111., Jan. 26. "Big doings" more minds, is indispensable to an CHARLES WENTWORTH DILKE
The Colonel impressively describOne in Colorado.
danao, has ended the punitive cam- are expected today in the grand jury unlawful combination, and it cannot
DIED AT LONDON.
ed the debt that hung over this county
paign in the Davao district, having investigation of the alleged vote buy- be created by the action of one man
Plainfield, N. J., Jan. 26. This city killed or captured all the murderers ing in the last election.
alone. Per Sanborn, J., Union Pacific Brilliant .Statesman Whose Life Was and the benefits to be derived from
Judge
isit's removal, and added: "The cold
arranging the biggest celebration and disposed of the lawless Manobo
Mayor Piatt and half a score of Coal Company, vs. United States 173,
Blighted By Scandal Twenty-fivclutch of tax was at every man's
in its history in honor of James W. bands.' (Ralph McFie, son of Judge the most prominent Democrats of the Fed. 737.
Years
Ago.
but it will be broken by our
United John R. McFie of this city, was seo city have been subpoenaed to tell
throat,
"The trial court should have sus- Martine, the newly elected
London, Jan. 26 Sir Charles Went-wort- admission to the Union."
States Senator. Mr. Martine has re- retary of Davao when the rebellion what they know of the reports that tained the motion made by appellants
recwas
He
died
Dilke
today.
The Colonel then told a
ceived hundreds of telegrams of con- broke out and took an active part in money was Daid openly on election for an instructed verdict
about
one of the most brilliant the man who believed in story
"For the foregoing reasons the ognized as
transmigrn
gratulations from all parts of the the beginning of the campaign.)
day. Earl Chambers, the owner of the
minds in Parliament and but for an tion of souls, a
country.
story which had its
garage here, is also expected to testi- judgment of the lower court is re- old divorce
scandal, probably would setting in the Santa Fe plaza. There
MAKES FLIGHT
New York's Deadlock.
versed
remanded."
and
was
a
strong
fy. Judge Kimbrough
in
offices
the
a man sat and he was opposed to the
WITH SIX PASSENGERS. supporter of Mayor Piatt in the
Case No. 1353.
Gustave Leusch, have held the highest
Albany, Jan. 26. There was no
It was during his constitution. He was
for
choice from today's balloting
election nearly two years ago appellee, vs. Fred G. Nickel, et al., gift of his country.
contemplating
New Record Chambers said
Roger Sommer Makes
from
district engagement in 1S85. to Emelia Fran- the transmigration of souls and was
United States Senator.
Appeal
yesterday that he is appellants.
of
Strong,
Major Henry
for Lifting Weight at Douay,
asked which he would prefer to transAdams Gains Two.
prepared to tell the grand jury that court of Bernalillo county. Affirmed. ces, daughter
France.
he drove the judge and mayor on sev- Opinion is by Associate Justice John and widow of Mark Pattison, that a migrate to, a horse or a burro. He
Denver, Jan. 26. No election reDouay, France, Jan. 26. Roger eral trips from the First National bank R. McFie, and the opinion is con- scandal occurred which caused the said he preferred the horse but was
sulted today in the joint ballot for U.
Donald Crawford and promptly informed
S. Senator. Adams gained two, Speer Sommer took up six passengers in to various precincts,
that he would
carrying "more curred in by all the judges except separation of
his large
today and, after cir- money than I ever saw" to the work- Judge Abbott who tried the case and his wife. Mrs. Pattison remained loy- have to select a burro, as only a burro
gained one.
could vote against the constitution
al to Sir Charles throughout.
cling the airdrome at a height of one ers at the polls.
did not participate.
as a horse had too much sense.
hundred feet flew to Romllly and re
LEADER OF BONILLA'S ARMY
The syllabus says:
Vote Buying Not a Crime.
Colonel Prichard launched a few
KILLED IN HONDURAS. turn, establishing a new world's rec"Where in an action of attachment LEGISLATURE ENDS TRACK
Danville, Jan. 26. Before going to
ord for cross country flight with pass the
GAMBLING IN CALIFORNIA. invectives against the voters of Santa
jury room, Judge Kimbrough the defendants enter into a bond to
grand
Government Troops Inflict Stinging engers and a new mark for total frankly discussed the affair with the pay whatever judgment may be renSacramento, Calif., Jan. 26. The Fe county who opposed the constituDefeat Upon Rebels Under
weight lifted.
newspaper men. He freely admitted dered in the cause the attachment Senate today passed the Walker bill, tion which meant statehood and raisColonel Velasquez.
that he went around with Mayor Piatt is thereby dissolved, as provided in remedying the defects in the present ing of the cloud of debt that hangs
FOUR MEN BURIED
track gambling laws. It is over the property holders of this city.
and carried the money, but it was to subsection 225; chapter 107, Laws of anti-racUNDER FALLING WALL, pay off the
in
admitted
that no gambling, oral or He said:
Washington, Jan. 26. The revoluacmotions
in
and
all
1905,
workers,
preliminary
precinct
tionists of Honduras were defeated
"How could a Santa Fe county man
is. possible under the new
otherwise
at
on
the
custom
to
of
the
the
cordance with
proceeding
regard
general
on Monday in the neighborhood
bill. The measure is assured of pass- vots against the constitution? And
of
Troy, N. Y., Jan. 26. A falling wall paying off on election day. He also tachment fall with the attachment.
hSan Antonio, Honduras.
(Hisses.)
"2. Where judgment is rendered age in the lower house and goes into we know that a few did.
They were at a fire in the Boardman building said that vote buying is not a crime
scattered and it is reported that this morning, carried several firemen in Danville, operating under the new for the amount of the debt for failure effect 15 days after its passage. The The Colonel then paid a tribute to
bill probably means the end of racing
Colonel Valasquez, leader ot General with It. Four men are believed to be city election law, after eighteen
in California.
Bonilla's army was killed.
(Continued on Page Five.)
months had passed.
uTVed in the ruins.
(Continued on Page Eight.)

The corrected returns from several Special to the New Mexican.
counties are available and the returns
Washington, D. C, Jan. 26 -- The In-- i
inldian
show
that
Fe
Santa
from
county
appropriation passed the Senate,
the election Saturday this county it g0es to conference. The provision
gave a total vote of 2,021 for the con- - for tw0 bridgca at Isleta, and San Fe
stitution, and only 29o against it, lipe, to cost $55,000, remain in the
leaving the comfortable majority of bill. Delegate W. H. Andrews has
2,326' for the constitution, only one
arrived.
precinct, Otto, voting against the conStirred Up Hornet's Nest.
stitution.
Washington, Jan. 20. RepresentafolThe corrected returns are us
tive Hitchcock of Xebraska, sprang a
lows:
sensation today by demanding an in
Santa Fe.
vestigation of the "irregular proceedPojoaque for, 92; against, 3.
ings" which have resulted in a delay
Rio Tesuque, for, 45; against, 1.
of forty-nin- e
days in getting reports
Santa Fe (3) for, 443; against, 14. of the Balinger-Pincho- t
investigating
Santa Fe (4) for, 385; against, 20. committee printed and into the hands
of members of the House. An acri
Agua Fria for, 77; against, 34.
monious debate followed in which
La Cienega for, 31; gainst 26.
Cerrillos for 89; against, 24.
Speaker Cannon took active part reGalisteo for, 6G; against, 0
senting what he termed an implied
criticism of the chair. The House
San Ildefonso for, 93; against, 13
after listening to various explanations
Stanley for, 27; against, 14.
of the court of the delay, voted alGolden for, 32; against, 3.
most unanimously in support of the
Canoncito for, 112; against, 1.
resolution ordering an investigation
Glorieta for, 97; against, 2.
by the committee on rules.
Chimayo for, 86; against, 18.
Some More Rottenness Exposed.
Santa Cruz for, 123; against, 41.
Washington, Jan. 26. Alfred W.
Santa Fe (17) for, 221; against, 21.
Santa Fe (18) for, 251; against, 19. Dodsworth, business ofmanager of the
Commerce beNew York Journal
Madrid for, 161; against, 0.
fore the House ship subsidy Investi8.
San Pedro for, 62; against,
gating committee today told of an atOtto for, 9; against, 16.
to buy the editorial support of
tempt
Ortiz for, 94; against, 4.
his publication to favor the American
13.
Rio del Medio, for 25;
purchase of the Panama
Total for, 2,621; against, 295; 2,326 government's
canal property from De Lesseps commajority for the constitution.
pany of France.
Other counties heard from are:
Bernalillo.
RACE CONTROVERSY AT
San, Jose, for 122; against 30.
FLUSHING, LONG ISLAND.
Del Rio for 46; against 0.
Alameda, for 87; against 0.
Girl- Pupil Objected to Dancing With
Ranchos de Albuquerque, for 73;
Negro in Physical Culture
8.
against
Class.
12.

j

Douglas, Aria., Jan. 20 The Insur- recto leader who lately directed the
smuggling of ten thousand rounds of
ammunition and some rifles
.
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m
" B , TL
saving w
..no .c.uiuuuuisio,
lie od- serts is the general plan of the rebel
""-"tam'""i'u "
the rebels found they could cope suc cessiuuy wnn me ietterai lorces in
Chihuahua state, he said, they began
restrict their operations in that
with the ultimate object of
making Sonora and not Chihuahua,
z
the seat of the
government,

Washington,

Population,

;

j

,

C

'"-

1

i.
1

pres-jure-

tTvlfZ.r'T'

Barelas, for

against
against 4.
against 32.
against 56.
for 77; against

122;

12.

Eseobosa, for
Pajarito, for

1

,

'

!

p

j

pop-stat-

anti-Dia-

assist-contusio- n
e

j

30;
13;

73.

San Jgnacio, for 0; against 12.
La Tijera, for 8; against 42.
San Antonio, for 30; against 10.
Albuquerque, for 658; against 292.
Atrisco, for 6; against 47.
Chilili for 42; against 33.
Duranes, for 32; against 99.
Totals, for 2,426, against 1,009 Ma-jority for the constitution, 1,417.
Dona Ana.
Organ, for 11; against 16.
Las Cruces, for 207; against 94.
La Mesilla for 209; against 65.
San Juan, for 53; against 2.
Franklin, for 28; against 4.
La Mesa, for 106; against 2.
Miller, for 37; against 2.
Lucero, for 30; against 21.
Chamberino, for 61; against 2.
Santa Theresa for 34; against 8.

San Augustine, for 4; against 7,
Anarpa, for 2; against 10.
San Miguel, for 72; against 1.
Colorado, for 103; against 1.
Anthony, for 69; against 5.
Rincon, for 31; against 27.
Las Cruces, for 245; against 96.
Garfield, for 28; against 36.
Total for 1,330; against 399, majority for 931. Only three precincts vot--

against the constitution.

Luna.
Deming, for 239; against 151.
Mimbres, for 5; against 11.
Cooks, for 1; against 7.
Cambray, for 1; against 11.
Columbus, for 41; against 15.
Hermanas, for 3; against 5.
Nutt, for 0; against 5.
Hondale; for 12; against 26.
Total, for 302; against 231, majority for the constitution 71,.
Rio Arriba County.
Ablquiu precinct gave 81 majority
for the constitution; Coyote 12
against; Gallinas 33 majority for;
Canones 17 majority for, and El Rito
91 majority for.
Totals by Counties.
For. Agst Majty.
Bernalillo
..2426
1009
1417
Chaves ...
...1854
325
1529
Colfax . . .
348
....1925
1577
.... 704
Curry ...
260
444
Dona Ana
..1330
399
931
....1269
Eddy . . .
298
971
,

...

McKinley

Santa Fe
Valencia .
Totals

.

.

..

..

302
838

....2621
...1429
14698

231
77
295
197

71
761
2326
1232

3439

11259

Notary Appointed.
Governor Mills appointed Santiago
Rivera, of Anton Chico, Guadalupe
county, a notary public.
Lincoln's Birthday.
School
County
Superintendent
John V. Conway Is making preparations for the proper observance of

Lincoln's birthday, on February the
12th, and Washington's birthday on
February 22nd, by the county public
schools. Appropriate exercises 'will
be rendered on these dates by the pupils of the county public schools, in
Continued on Page Eight
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against 2.
against 40.
Albuquerque, for 634; against 205.
Old Albuquerque, for 2S0; against
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Los Padillas, for 55;
San Antonio, for 25;
Los Griegos, for 86;
Ranchos de Atrisco,
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SPEECHLESS FOR THANKS.
Mena, Ark., "I find Cardui to be
all you represent," writes Mrs. H. B.
York of this city. "I suffered from
womanly ailments, for nearly two
years, before I tried Cardui. I have
I
been so relieved since taking it.
cannot say enough in it3 praise. It
has done me a world of good, and I
recommend Cardiu to all women."
Cardui is over r.O years old, and the
demand is greater today than ever.
Cardui is the standard, tonic medicine, for women of every age. Would
you like to be well and strong? Then
take Cardui. Its record shows that
it will help you. Begin today. Why
wait?

inter Grocery Co.
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Telephone

No, 40.

WITH

EVERYTHING

FEET
In Shoes For
Service or Dress
At Right Prices

iu

rilUCCl

UU1I1I

stomach and used all kinds of medicines.
as green as.
""
(From Today's Albuquerque Journal.)
?uany
rass, my breath having
a bad odor. Two;
a
,,,
....
i ii.c.a,..
eh,ii
weensaRo amend recommended Cascaretai
"It is Xew Mexico's time to laugh," and after using thein I can willingly and
say that they have entirely
says the Phoenix Republican, which cheerfully
c
me- - 1 therefore let
you know that I
evidently believes Arizona's state-- s"all recommend
them to
hood hasco will afford sweet revenge;
Hal
ing from such troubles.
to the people of .this new state m pern, 114 E. 7th St . New VnrV M V
Arizona
of
the time when
a
Pleasant. PalatnV.1,. Onto.. o
memory
Do Good. Never Sicken, Weaken or
drew her skirts haughtily about her
10c. 25c. 50c. Never sold In bulk. TheGripe.
genand rejected joint statehood with the
uine tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to
cure or your money back.
923
unworthy residents of her sister territory because of her superiority.
Xew TRAGIC DEATH OF RODULFIO
The Republican is mistaken.
Mexico has no such feeling. Her feelMUNIZ LAST EVENING.
ing has always been a desire simply
and solely to get into the union on
Month Ago He Laid to Rest the ReTHE DAILY ROUND UP.
any arrangement.
If Arizona's ill
mains of His Wife Succumbed
advised constitution effects her defeat
to Pneumonia.
sinat Washington, Xew Mexico will
AS THRO" THE LAND AT EVE WE cerely regret It. It would have been
Only a month after the death of
much more felicitous for the sister
WENT.
of
his
stateto
door
we
teriitories
enter
eve
wife, Rodulfio Muniz, an aged
went,
the
As thro' the land at
hood hand in hand. Arizona may al- and respected citizen of Santa Fe,
And plucked the ripened ears.
We fell out, my wife and I,
ways look to the enthusiastic support succumbed last evening to an attack
of the people of New Mexico in her of pneumonia. His death was tragic,
We fell out, I know not why,
And kissed again with tears. t
fight for statehood. We are only sorry for it occurred just outside of the
that she has made what was evidently city limits while 011 the way to his
home.
After the funeral of his:
a fatal mistake.
And blessings on the falling out
wife he went to San Pedro, southern,
The Only Slate.
That, all the more endears,
It is feared by some of our hide Santa Fe county, to resume his workj
When we fall out with those we love,
bound political friends that now that as a miner. He was taken ill tnree
And kiss again with tears.
statehood is assured the "bosses" days ago and as his symptoms grew
For when we came where lies the will proceed to push their "slate" more critical, his three daughters,
through at the expense of the people. placed him in a wagon and started for
child,.
We believe that the only slate that Santa Fe with him to consult a physi-We lost in other years,
goes in Xew Mexico now is a clean ciarl. But their father grew weaker
There above the little grave,
slate. It is a new deal and it must and weaker, and just outside of the
O there above the little grave,
be a square deal all around. Immense city limits at 5:30 o'clock last even-- ;
We kissed again with tears.
Alfred Tennyson
changes will come, are coming. With ing gasped his last. The sisters with
statehood there is an awakening in their sad burden, drove to the family
residence on College street.
Garcia Escaped
From Cimarron:i'"'S's in every mumv ami me
Mr. Muniz was born in Santa Fe, on
Jail Santiago Garcia, held at Cimar-- , augury for the future of the state and March
15, 1845. He was an active parron for check forgery, made his es-- : its government lies as we have said
In the Indian wars from I860
ticipant
of
in
before
the
aliveness
this
people
town
from
the
jail.
cape
to
and after that followed his
18G5,
at
If
are
slates
there
they
any
large.
For State Senator Owing to his
vocation of miner, mostly at San Pesplendid work in the constitutional will be passed on by the people; New dro. He is survived
by three daughconvention and in Dona Ana county, Mexico cannot be bossed nor coerced
ters and three sons, as follows: Mrs.
Hon. Isidoro Armijo is being mention-- ' in any degree without the consent of
Herman Zinseer, Benigno, Atanasio
ed as first state senator from his her people. The talk of "gang
nation," being already in the saddle Onesimo, Concepcion and Josefita
We have entered on Muniz. His wife died on December
Marriage Licenses Two marriage is foolishness.
24, last year. The funeral will take
licenses were issued at Las Vegas: an era ot Publicity; we do not feari
a.
m.,
place
Saturday at 8
of
elections
the
nor
fraudulent
herding
Catalina Archuleta, 26, and Tiburcio
from the residence on College street.
methods
have
votes.
brazen
passed
F.ncinias 54. both of Rowe- Candela-- ;
Mass will he at the Cathedral and in
- - - and- the rieo-- :
i. unega. 13. rwius auua r..equiui tru-- their dav- in Xew Mexico
iitt
torment will hp In Rnuirin
now
to
have
I
j
opportunity
dilla. 22. Pecos.
and Rising are the
j Mulligan
into their own hands.
Insane Man Taken From Train A. take things
n r
:
t
i
directors.
u
uw
c.eau
nab
siaie.
"c"
B. Thomas was taken from Santa Fe:
train Xo. 10 at Albuquerque y ester-- What sha11 ?o on the slate is to be
decided
y the voters-oIf you want anywitng on eartn try
day because he manifested symptoms
A Reception for the Colonel.
a New Mexican Want A3.
He had a ticket from'
insanity.
iue piace .ew .uexico oc- Phoenix-- , Arizona
to Mountainair
hoon ,v, 'icupies in the esteem of Colonel The- Tormnre conntv.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Roosevelt that he has made es- charged from the territorial asylum odre,
LAXATIV K BROMO Quinine Tablets
to
on
Take
here
stop
pecial
arrangements
at Phoenix on January 23.
his way to Arizona in March and has UruKprlsts efund money If It fails to cureK
Three Arrests at Albuquerque
W. GROVE'S signature Is on each box. 25c
Florencio Rodriguez was arrested in written requesting his old friends and
an Albuquerque alley. He had a stove comrades and anyone else who dennrler his arm nnH rlirt not rivo n cnt. sires to talk with him while here. If
On Pressing Occasions
tne
thinks
isfactory account of himself or the we Clonelshow ourthat much of us
should
appreciation and
stove. J. A. McKee was arrested up
on complaint of his wife. II. F. Blair give him a reception worth while,
was fined $10 in police court for viw Theodore Rosevelt is always and;
eYer wiU be one of t,le biSSest per-- .
lating the city electrical ordinance.
Heavy Traffic to California Today sonalies in the country.
No. 3, the Santa Fe's California t,imi-- ;
'V
Plenty of Wood For the past few
ted from the East, was run in three
loads
wagon
upon wagon loads
sections to accommodate the heavy clays,
.
.
t
1.1.
11..
traffic to the Pacific coast. Friday u. "uu" ""7 u"u l,lo"6Ul mlu U1H;
11115
lureiuiuu
wagons
iwe;ve
ciiy.
Raymond-Whitcoma
special, loaded
to the guards stood around the!
down with easterners on their way loaded
to Califorina and the western seas, plaza awaiting buyers. It is notice-- '
able, that instead of burros, most of!
will pass through Lamy..
the woodhaulers now own substantial1
Negro in Trouble "Sugar Foot
wagons and fairly good horses.
Charley" Wilson, colored, inserted
his saccharine pedal into considera- DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED T when you need your clothing, or any
ble trouble when he got into a wran- by local applications, as they cannot part of U, cleaned and pressed don't
gle With Luctnda Nance, also Colored, reach the dkrased
portion nf tne.be foolish enough to try and accom- at Las Vegas. Wilson was brought ear. There is only one
way to cure
pUsh U yUrsel becaUSe y0U wlU l0Se
into the court of Justice of the Peace deafness, and that Is
by constitution-- ;
D. R. Murray and was assessed $15 al remedies. Deafness is caused by'tottl tlme and temPer and probably
and costs.
ian Inflamed rdTirlitinn
th munnin ruin the earmsnts. Better brine them
'
lining of the Eustachian Tube. When to us and we will give you a profes- WASHINGTON STATE MUST
the tube is inflamed you have a
job that wiI1 thoroughiy satisfy
TAKE A BACK SEAT. bling sound or imperfect hearing, and'
In
excellence and
Is
tt
iwhen
entirely closed, Deafness jyou
Its Old Tree of 85 Years Is a Youth ls tne result, and unless the inflamma-- reasonable price.
tion can be taken out and this tube
Compared to Trees at Manzano,
1 31101.
restored to its normal condition, hear-- ! JU1IUS
Torrance County.
.
ing win De caused by catarrh, which
h.
an inflamed condition ;Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues.
M .T Naei of this oitv hoii.,!18 ntn"iS
of
mucous
the
surfaces,
that the able newspaper correspon- we will give One Hundred Dollars
dent of Spokane, Wash., has slipped
,tor
any case of Deafness (caused by
a
on
le
a
statement sent out
ht
up
a!catarrh) hat eann
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circu
hoi Mh
afinst0,n
apple
iars free
it is supposed, 85 years ago by early
'P. J. Cheney & Co..
Toledo, O.
me uuuouii vaj uumijaiiy
L.nv.c.i,
gald bv Dni!?Ensta 7n
from seeds carried in their pockets
Take Hall's Family Pills for
from England.
Mr. Nagel has a picture of several
apple trees still to be seen at Manzano, Torrance County, New Mexico,
We Have Built Up
and these trees are so old they have
"t
rt,'
been dubbed "Prehistoric."
They
in
were discovered by the people on
twrrj
their first visit to what is now TorPACE
THE
FOR
1911
rance County, in 1806, or over a hun
will surely be set by our livery sta
dred years ago, and it is from these
ble, as we have rigs to let as good as
trees that the town and mountains
private ones. If you
nearby were named. Their origin is
ENJOY A GOOD DRIVE
unknown, but it is supposed that they
were planted by the
Franciscan
or you have an engagement where a
monks, who built the old Quara Miscarriage is necessary or proper, send
sion church, the ruins of which are
us word and we will see that you are
nearby, a cross on the hill marks
well cared for. We guarantee you'll
the site of an old Penitentechurch.
be pleased with our service
and
H&asarf

Incorporated 1903

EIJGMAN BROS CO.

,

i

j

January White Goods Sale

j
i

harH

'

Table Linens
Napkins

Night Gowns
Corset Covers

Towels

Underskirts
Drawers
Chemise

Quilts
India Linens
Lawns

Waists

Iso all Winter Goods

at Cost Including

Overcoats, Suits,Ladies Suits and
Capes, Underwear, Chii;drens
Coats, Boys Overcoats, Dress
Goods, and many other desirable

::::::::

Bargains

:

FOR TWO

Only

Only

WEEKS
Commencing

Saturday, January 14th to Saturday, January 28th.
FOR

HALF A CENTURY THE LEADING

DRY GOODS

HOUSE

P.O. Box 219

IN THE CITY

Phone 36

"

'I

domi-count-

'

Health Shoes Comfort Shoes and Hosiery
Specialist

Established 1856.

ul

THE BEST

rl-- .

Bad Breath

FUQHF.q

1

FOR THE

Shoe

THURSDAY, JANUARY 25, 1911.

j

GIVE CASH REGISTER 7 JCKfl S
ALL
CASH PUECHAStfo

WE

FniTRRlAI

II

'

slloe

-

!

k V

'

Specialist.

,e;i

TSl

j

HOOKS

LOCKS

n

1

tfjiyiiHUiag?asBU.iJHBMiB
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EUGENIO ROMERO
LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lumber and all kinds
of building material

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

T

YARD ON KICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW: MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Phone Red 100

I

i

THOVUS P. DELGADO, Mgr.

F

3

1

V

b

Irrigation and Farm

:

F.

PRANK

VE HAVE IVEW

AREf

H

NAILS

WE COULDN'T TELL YOU IN A WEEK EVERY ARTICLE WE
HAVE IN OUR STORE.
REMEMBER JUST THIS:
IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT.
WE GIVE FULL WEIGHT, FULL
MEASURE
AND A FAIR
PRICE.
WE WANT TO SEE YOU IN OUR STORE MORE THAN ONCE.

jfvV-

lfit

"

wnnn.nAvic
co.

.

Hardware

hardware

We have it.

"P

'

: :

Work made easy by using
FULLER & JOHNSON

I

j

laS?mp

rum-!slon-

PrmPs,

GORMLEY

mlllcUIcr,

.

Agent.

',.,,

'

,

WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

Screened

RATON
YANKEE

Wood
Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithirg Coal.
oawea wooa ana KinaiiDg.

MONTEZUMA

wearA,

AVENUE

r, & 8. F.

Telephone

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

Depot

85

Telephone 85

.

f

iTt

j

Wholesale

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

&

POTATOES and
SALT.

Retail

M

Sole Agents For
'MERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.

1

i

fmwjr.TT-7y.Tjwiiv-

Your Flew Year Greetin- gShould be accompanied with some little remembrance
we still nave a fine assortment of attractive, low
priced,
novelties suitable for the purpose.
To help entertain your callers on New Year Day, we
have the ''Edison, " the sweetest sounding phonograph
made Come in and enjoy some of this music, and look
to our attractive display of goods.

--f

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

j

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA

LEO HERSCH

SK2S4S

FE-

-

PHONE AC
BLACK

prices.
Remedy An Appre- r in inn
WILLIAMS 1 EISISG
WE HANDLE LUMBER
L. McConnell, Catherine St., Elmi- ra, N. Y writes: "I wish to express ln lar8e quantitiet ana nave every S10 San Francisco St 'Phone 139 Ret
my appreciation of the ereat. mod modern facility for furnishing the
I derived from Foley's Kidney Reme- - very best rough or dressed
dy, which I used for a bad case of
Lumber
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
kidney trouble. Five bottles did the 'of every description.
We are thue Phone us, wewillbegladtocallforyour
work most effectively and proved to
enabled to make the very best price, aundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
me beyond doubt it is the most
Lumber of
dfc and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
liable kidney medicine I have ever ve wU1 be leaBed,uch fl nIgh
All work is guaranteed; your
on
fe
taken." Sold at Capital Pharmacy.
socks are mended and button
contracts.
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.
If you want anything on eartn try
l a New Mexican Want Ad.
PHONB RED 122. FHONT8 RED 1U.
Foley's

e C

APFNDON
GARDEN
I

R V.BOYLE
CLSRE8D0N

Miir,

POULTRY

RIPE FRUIT NOW

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
DESIGNS.

YARDS

Kianey

re-jf-

FRESH LAID EGGS everyday
Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White Wyandottes. (JMckens
are yarded In the orchard under the trees and fed oil clean wholesome food
onlv. No chance of Tuhnrculols serms nor Ptomaine poisoning
A FKW FAT HENS FOR MATING.

333

Charles W. Dudrow

LiWEHY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Gurries, Saddle Horses

Call up

'Phone 9

When in Need of Anything In the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES

RIGHT.

CHAS. CLOSSOft

11

That is the Chief Factor in the perfecting of a
prescription. So far as the law is concerned
every druggist is on an equal footing, but it
takes years of experience for a druggist to
perfect his knowledge.

ZOOIOS PHARMACY.

ExperienceThat
Is What Counts.

Your prescription filled by us will be filled
right, because our experience gives us the
right knowledge of prescriptions filling and
aids us in proper selection of the right kind
of drug.

ZOOK'S PHARMACY.

If

THURSDAY, JANUARY 26, 1911.

TIIE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.

KEEP THE KIDNEY8 WELL.

U.

Saving, and Some
Santa Fe People Know How
to Save It.

Health

la Worth

the only certain rerct-dlining of the canals or

IT!

8. RECL

JECIS

Many Santa Fe people take their
lives In their hands by neglecting the
kldneyg when they know these organs
need help. Sick kidneys are responsible tor a vast amount of suffering and
ill health, but there Is no need to suffer nor to remain In danger when all
disease;) and aches and pains due to
weak kidneys can be quickly and permanently cured by the use of Doan's
Here Is a Santa Fe
Kidney Pills.

NEW MEXICO

IN

Report of Federal Board of Army Fngi"
neers to President Taf t on Carlsbad,
Rio Hondo and Rio Grande Irrigation Systems.

citizen's recommendation.
Hyman Lowitzkl, 115 Guadalupe St.,
M., says: "I can recommend Doan's Kidney Pills, as they
have been used by myself and other
members of the family with splendid
results. The value of Doan's Kidney
Pills for relieving pain in the back
and the other kidney difficulties has
been thoroughly proven to me."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo,
cents. Foster-iailburNew York, sole agents for the United

the dam.
The head gates were con-- )
structed since the United States pur-- !
chased the reservoir and the Recla-- !
rr.ation Service has also reenforced
the dam, reconstructed th3 spillways,
and constructed a dike within the
to prevent the stored
reservoir
waters from reaching the bordering
bed of gypsum, where a large leak
had existed.
Lake Avalon is also
formed by an earth and rock-fil- l
dam
States.
across the river bed, the dam being
Remember the name Doan's
provided with a concrete and sheet
take no other.
wall.
The
pilediaphragm of cut-of- f
combined head gates and spillway is
a concrete structure and there are
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
rigable area.
Not Coal.)
3.
(06872
Purchase. This irrigation sys- two other spillways which spill over
tem was constructed by the Pecos Ir- rock at low places in the rim of the
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N, M.l rigation Company., which operated it reservoir.
The dam, head gates, etc.,
January 7, 1911.
until a flood in October, 19 ) destroy- - were constructed by the Reclamation
Notice is hereby given that Adelal-0- (
llle dara at Lake AvaKlu The (on) Service, the old dam having been dedo Martinez, of Santa Fe, N. M., who, pany being unable to rebuild the dam, stroyed by a flood
prior to the puron. July 10, 1905, made homestead
the people living on the project ap- - chase of the system by the United
NW
for W
entry No.
W
Section 24, TownSW
ship 14 N., Range 11 E, N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of Intention
to make final five year proof, to es
tablish claim to the land above described, before the register or receiver, U. S. land office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
on the 23d day of February, 1911.
Claimant names a switnesses:
Octabiano
Jose Ynez
Rodriguez,
Manzanares, Hilario Garcia, Juan B.
Martinez, all of Santa Fe, N.. M.
Carlsbad Project, New Mexico.
The board visited this project
on October 15, 1910, inspecting the
reservoirs McMillan and Avalon, the
Dark Canyon Syphon, the river acque-ducthe distributing system and the
In the evening of
Irrigable lands.
that day the board held a meeting
with the Water Users' Associacioa.
2.
Location. This project is located on the Pecos river, in Eddy
The project Is
county, New Mexico.
and traversed by a branch of the Santa
Fe Railway, which gives good transportation facilities for the entire ir-

n

1.

t,

2

2

MANUEL B. OTERO,
Register.
A RELIABLE COUGH MEDICINE
Is a valuable family friend. Foley's j
Honey and Tar fulfills this condition
exactly. Mrs. Charles Kline, N. 8th
states:
"Several
St., Easton, Pa.,
members of my family have been cur- ed of bad coughs and colds by the
use of Foley's Honey and Tar and I
am never without a bottle in the
house. It soothes and relieves the ir-- !
Titation in the throat and loosens up
the cold. I have always found it a re- liable cough cure." Sold at Capital

J

j

f.
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j
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Pharmacy.

LAUNDRY
i

For Best Laundry Work

k.'v'

lit

Iarge

Concrete

U. S. Reclamation

Siphon, Carlsbad,

Project.

basket leaves Monday Tuesday
Returns Thursday and Friday. pealed to the government, and early States.
5. The main canal of the system
AGENCY atO. K. Barber Shop! in 1906 the property and rights of the heads
at Lake Avalon, on the east
irrigation company was purchased for
Mrs. FO. BROWN Agent
$150,000, allotted from the reclama- bank of the river, and about three
j
j

tion fund.

Phone No 23 Red

miles below it is carried across the
Pecos river by a concrete flume or
This flume was built
aqueduct.
nrior t0 the purchase, but has since
been extensively repaired by the Uni
A main lateral, called
ted States.
the East Canal, takes out a short dis- tance above the river crossing and
covers the small irrigated area on the
DankTne main canal covers
the ands west o tne river and after
crossing the river is called the South-- !
This canal crosses Dark
ern Canal.
Canyon in a reenforced concrete in- verted syphon constructed by the
United States. The minor structures

4.
The Pecos river
Description.
supplies the water for the lands, and
since the low water discharge is in-Open Day and Night
sufficient for the area irrigated, two
reservoirs have been constructed for
La Salle Restaurant
T ralria
'FlloOti lQ(.anii!i.a
QfAVQiro
McMillan
and Avalon with their
CHAS. GANN, Prop
dams and controlling works, consti-- ,
Two Lioora below F. Andrews Store
tute the principal engineering struc-ieas- t
tures of the system.
Lake McMillan
REGULAR MEALS 25c
is formed by an earth and rock-fiShort orders at all hours dam across the old river channel and
lis provided with two spillways and
board by the week $5 00
with concrete head gates. The head
gates discharge into a canal cut in
French Noodle order 20c. dish.
Irock, which in turn discharges into f tne distribution system are gener--;
New York Chop Suey 50c. dish.
the river bed a short distance below ally of wood, but where these have
needed repairs by the government
L
they have been replaced with con
crete. The main canals and laterals
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
have been partially enlarged and ImThe
proved by the United States.
Roswell, New Mexico.
main canal is designed for a maxi"The West Point of the Southwest"
mum flow of 500 second-feet- ,
the
Ranked by United States War DepartSouthern canal for 400, and the EastInstitution."
ern for 100 second-fee- t
ment as "Distinguished
(the capaciand Eastern
ties of the Southern
Army officers detailed by War Department.
being reduced in their lower porThe assistant enginer in lotions.)
Thorough Academic course, preparing
cal charge, however, under date of
life.
business
or
for
men
college
young
September 14, 1910, in a report to the
Great amount of open air work. Health"The
supervising engineer, states:
iest location of any Military School in
safe capacity of our main
present
beautiful
in
the
Located
the Union.
canal (Southern) to the syphon Is
Pecos Valley, the garden spot of the
when the channel is
350 second-fee- t
West-a- t
an elevation of 3700 feet above
clean.
We have found
reasonably
little
sea level, sunshine every day, but
from the experience of the past three
rain or snow during session.
seasons that the canal can not ba exFourteen Officers and Instructors, all
pected to carry over 200 to 250 second feet with safety for more than
graduates from standard eastern colleges.
ten days at a time during the hot
Ten buildings, thoroughly
furnished,
summer, on account of the channel
heated, lighted and modern in all resfilling up with aquatic growth." The
pects.
lateral which supplies the
REGENTS-- E
A. CAH00N President,
Black River' system; that is, the land
W, G. HAMILTON,
south of the Black river, has been reJ. P. WHITE, Treasurer;
located since the United States took
W. M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
charge, the new portion being parand W. A. FINLAY.
tially concrete lined, the lateral disFor particulars and illustrated catacharging its waters into the Black
river channel through a concrete
logue address. CoL JAS. W. WILSON,
drop.
Superintendent.
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RIDE IN THE MOON

30 H. P.

$1,500
We repair and care for all makes
GASOLINE. 'AND SUPPLIES.

SANTA FE GARAGE

Palace Ave.

The various engineering works

done by the Reclamation Service In
the lmprov-meof the system appears to be well designed and well
executed.
However, the entire system prior to Its purchase by the
United States, as well as now, has
been characterized by excessive losses by leakage, both in the reservoir
and its ditches. The dike constructed in Lake McMilan has greatly reduced the leakage in that reservoir,
but is still large and evidently passes
through the gypsum beds in the bluffs
on the east side, north of the dike.
A large part of this leakage, it is
believed by the Reclamation Service,
reenters the river above the Avalon
But by far the most Important
dam.
nt

and injurious leakage occurs in the
distribution system, especially in certain portions of the Southern canal
and in the East canal. The excessive
leakage in the distribution system is
believed to be due tc the presence of
gypsum in the soil, and it seems that

S. F. N. M
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for it is the
a large portion

with concrete.
The comparatively clear wa r ta';en into the
n
iioi-canal from Lake
not contain sufficient silt w seal the porous
canal banks, most of the material
carried-bthe river waters being deThe subposited in Lake McMilan.
ject of leakage is discussed further
in the following paragraphs.
7. Water Supply.
Water is obtained from the Pecos river, under two
appropriation, one made in lSS hf
the Pecos Irrigation Co. for approxi,
mately 75,000 to Km,
and one made in
by the Reclamation Service for ;:em
acre feet.
During the period of ;'r,-- i 930 the
of the river at Dayaverage run-of- f
ton, above Lake McMillan, was
acre feet, with a maximum of
915 000 acre-fee- t
and a minimum of
.
The two reser154,000
voirs have an estimated aggregate
storage capacity of about 3t.i'0o acre-feeLake McMillan has a capacity
of 29,000 acre-fee- t
and Lake Avalon
of 5,000 acre-fees
Since the
show a summer as well as a
winter peak, the available storage is
more valuable than on a stream with
only one period of hish water
A third reservoir site between Lake
McMilan and Lake Avalon has been
under consideration and is described
on page 277 of the Fourth Annual
Report of the Reclamation Service.
Doubt is there expressed as to the
feasibility of constructing a reservoir
at this point, owing to the presence
of beds of gypsum and to questionable
foundations at the proposed dam site.
Pending a more complete examination, no opinion can be expressed by
the board as to the feasibility or the
cost of such a reservoir.
8. As stated above, the leakage losses in the system are very great.
measurements showed
During 1909-1a loss of 40 to 44 per cent between
the gauging station at Dayton and a
station just below Lake McMillan.
Much of this loss, however, was returned to the river above the Avalon
dam, so that the net loss between
Dayton and the head gates of the
main canal was only about 10 per
cent.
Taking 10 per cent as the net
loss by leakage in the reservoirs, the
at the Avalon
average annual mn-oi'- f
head gates is approximately
300,000
acre feet.
9. Taking the combined safe capacity
of the two branches of the main
canal at 275 second feet the canals in
their present condition can divert in
an irrigation season of nine months
only about 118,000 acre feet. The disrecorded
charge in the minimum
run-of- f
at
is about 140,0011 acre-fee- t
the Avalon head gates, so that in the
minimum year (with no water held
over in the reservoirs for previous
years) the canal can receive at the
Avalon head gates 140,000 acre-fee- t
and in the average year 148,000 acre-feeThe measured losses in the
distribution system in 1909 averaged
water.
64 per cent of the diverted
Applying this percentage to the above
figures., we have for the delivery of
water to the farms in the minimum
and in the averyear 50,000 acre-fee- t
The lining
age year 53,000 acre-feeof the main canals, as hereafter mentioned, will probably reduce the losses from all purees in the distribution system to not more than 25 per
cent, and at the same time will inof them
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NEW EDITION

A

PRICE
MOW

for the first time

you get a complete set of all Mark Twain's writings at
the price they have ever been sold before. This is a
just exactly
new edition, just as complete as the old one, which still sells, by the way, at
$50.00. This new edition is only $25.00 for the 25 volumes.
one-ha- lf

0

It had been Mark Twain's ambition to have his books In every
American home, and he made a great personal sacrilice to bring about
this remarkable opportunity-l- or
the lirst time in the history of publishbooks
ing copyrighted books are sold at the price of
the chance will not come again.
non-copyrigh- ted

a

i

But for Mark Twain's action this would have been impossible.
Never before
has a copyrighted library set of a standard author's works been issued at such a
low tkure.

is Complete Works
25 Beautiful Volume .3

j

t.

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

THE INNOCENTS ABROAD (Vol. I.)
THE INNOCENTS ABROAD (Vol. II.)
A TRAMP ABROAD (Vol. I.)
A TRAMP ABROAD (Vol. II.)
FOLLOWING THE EQUATOR (Vol. I.)
FOLLOWING THE EQUATOR (Vol. II.)
ROUGHING IT (Vol. I.)
ROUGHING IT (Vol. II.)
LIFE ON THE MISSISSIPPI
THE GILDED AGE (Vol. I.)
THE GILDED AGE (Vol. II.)
THE ADVENTURES OF TOM SAWYER
HUCKLEBERRY FINN

14.
5.
16.
17.
18.
18.

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

PUDD'.NHEAD WILSON
THE PRINCE AND THE PAUPER
A CONNECTICUT YANKEE. ETC.
JOAN OF ARC (Vol. I.)
JOAN OF ARC (Vol. II.)
SKETCHES NEW AND OLD
TOM SAWYER ABROAD. ETC.
AMERICAN CLAIMANT. ETC.
LITERARY ESSAYS
MY DEBUT AS A LITERARY PERSON
THE $30,000 BEQUEST. ETC.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

t.

crease the safe carrying capacity of
the canals, so that, with the present
storage capacity of the reservoirs,

acre-fee- t
probably 90,000 to 100,000
could be carried to the farms in the
minimum year and up to 120,000 acre-fein an average year.
10.
This, however, brings up the
question of the silting of the reserThe capacity of Lake McMilvoirs.
lan, and to a lesser extent that of
Lake Avalon, is being annually reduced by the accumulation of silt
brought down by the river. Measurements made by the Reclamation Service in 1904 show a silting up of Lake
McMillan during the preceeding 10
years of 4 per cent per annum, and it
seems fair to assume that the same
rate will be maintained in the future,
making the probable life of this reservoir about 25 years, with a material
reduction of its usefulness before
that time. Without storage not more
can be
than 70,000 to 80,000 acre-fee- t
Apdiverted in years of low run-ofplying the 64 per cent factor of loss
in the distribution
system, there
would reach the farms only 25,000 to

29,000

acre-fee-

t,

and applying a 25
factor, there would

the great humorist's works breathes his spirit the
they are new books; to own them is always to have
new books, a fountain of youth. They never age, because humor, kindliness,
and truth never grow old. Mark Twain himself wrote a preface to this edition.
HTHIS complete set of all
spirit of eternal youth

Brander Matthews has written the biographical criticism of Mark Twain and his
work. There are portraits of the author from photographs and paintings taken
at periods when the different books were in process of writing. This edition
includes his later collected writings, such as " Eve's Diary," etc., etc.

Brander Matthews says: "Mark Twain will be included in that group of writers headed
With the exception of Count Tolstoi. Twain was the greatest of
and Cervantes.
recent modern writers and will be handed down to posterity through the trio of his works
'Huckleberry Finn,' 'Tom Sawyer, and ' Pudd'nhead Wilson.' Twain is a greater stylist
by Moliere

than Stevenson or Thoreau. and his 'Man that Corrupted
in English literature."

Hadleyburg'

is

one of the

0

AT

finest works

per cent loss
reach the farms only 52,000 to 60,000
acre-feeThe above figures Indicate
that under present conditions of
HTHERE are beautiful pictures by such artists as Brown, Frost,
HARPER &
canals and reservoirs sufficient water
Newell, Beard, Dielman, Smedley, Thulstrup, Clinedinst,
BROTHERS
in an average year can be brought to
the farms for the irrigation of 20,000
'
Mora, Weldon, Kemble, Gilbert, Du Mond, Merrill, Opper.
Franklin Square
acres of land, and that even in a year
New York City
there will not be a very
of low run-of- f
Please send me for
serious shortage; and, further, that
examination, carnage
with a complete silting up ot tne
HTHE binding is in rich red rep silk book cloth with
free, a set of MARK
reservoirs, sufficient waters from the
A
TWAIN'S WORKS,
title labels stamped in gold. The books are
perennial flow can be delivered to the
National Edition,
Author'i
run-of- t
for
the
low
of
farms in years
five volumes, cloth
on
wove
white
twenty
paper,
antique
especially
printed
Irrigation of 20,000 acres, provided the
binding. It is understood I may
made for this edition. Each volume is of generous
canals are put in such condition that
retain the set for five days, and at
is
distribution
loss
system
in the
the
the expiration of that time, if I da
size and bulk, 5x7 inches.
reduced to not more than 25 per cent.
not care for the books, I will return
In other words, the area which can
them at your expense. If I keep th
be irrigated from the system with
books, I will remit $2.00 a month until
the full price, $25.00, has been paid, or,
storage capacity and unllned canals
does not differ materially from that
within thirty days, $2375 as payment in full.
which can be irrigated through lined
canals from the perennial flow without
It does not seem advisable,
Signature
storage.
Square, New York City
therefore, that any increase be made
in the Irrigable area unless provision
Send books to
is made both for additional storge
(A friend may care to tuo the upper coupon)
disand or reduction of losses in' the
S. F. X. M 1
tribution system.
In this project, as out11. Lands
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
SE
X
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and NE vera, and Cristino Rivera, all of PeSE
lined and approved, there is a total
4
Not
NW
SW
ot
SE
Section cos, N. M.
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Coal.)
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all
irrigable area of 20,047 acres,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Pecos National Forest.
32, Township 17 N., Range 12 E., N.
which is private land except 20 acres
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice ot inot
the
Register.
Interior,
Department
the
under
taken
up
(which has been
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. tention to make final five year proof,
All
terms of the reclamation act).
to establish claim to the land above
January 17, 1911.
For either acute of chronic kidney
of the private land has water rights
described, berore Register and Re- disorders, for annoying and
Act, June 11, 1906.
from the appropriation of 1888 and
painful
U.
S. land office at Santa Fe,
Notice Is hereby given that William ceiver,
urinary irregularities take Foley Kidwas included in the project because
1911.
N.
on
15th
of
the
An
March,
Pills.
honest
M.,
and
Novemney
effective
day
It had these rights. Not all this area Dalton, Pecos, N. M., who, on
s
Claimant names as witnesses:
medicine for kidney and bladder disber 25, 1910, made homestead entry
J. R. Dalton, Ben Dalton, Henry Ri orders. Sold at Capital Pharmacy.
NW 4 SE
No. 014569. for N
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By the water users thug the water users' association on the
It is the nature cf women to suffer
assessing themselves, say at the rate land now on the project; that no al&
uncomplainingly, the discomforts and
of $2 per acre, they would secure, in lotment should be made for this purfears that accompany the bearing of
from pose from reclamation funds.
six or seven years, freedom
(Continued from Page Three)
children. Motherhood is their crown.
of lands by seepage
Hondo Project, New Mexico.
ing glory, and they brave its sufferhas applied for water, but about
from the canals, a more certain sup1.
The board visited this project
ings for the joy that children bring.
acres are now under irrigation, ply of water at the farms, and pos- on October
No expectant mother need suffer,
16, 1910, inspecting the
however, during the period of wait
and it is expected bly the local recla- sibly a surplus of available water, reservoir, the inlet canal and
ing, nor feel that she is in danger when baby comes, if Mother's Friend is used
mation officers that. at least 10,000 which could probably be disposed of
works, the outlet canal and in preparation of the event. Mother's Friend relieves the pain and discomfort
acres will be under irrigation next on a water rental basis to lands now
controlling works, a portion of the caused by the strain on the different ligaments, overcomes nausea by counterNEW MEXICO.
GENERAL OFFICES-RAT- ON
The entire 20,047 acres are, in reach of the present distribution
year.
irrigible area and of the distribution action, prevents backache and numbness of limbs and soothes the inflammation
of course, under agreement to apply system or extensions thereof, but not
system, as well as the Hondo river in of breast glands. Its regular use fits and prepares every portion of the mother's
the
rein
the
meantime
and
for
Head
the
water,
now included in the project,
Up)
In eftVet Sept, 1st 1910;
the vicinity of the point whsre the system for a proper and natural
(Read Down)
offannual charges for operation and (turns from such rentals partially
1 20
proposed canal is designed to take enc'ing of the' term, and it assures
STATION'S
Ml lea
maintenance are being accumulated setting the assessment for the im- out from the
river. The board also for her a nnick and complete recova
4 00
The cutting off of the examined the area east of Rosweli ery. Mother's Friend is sold at
against them.
provement.
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In other parts there are from 2 to 3 storage capacities of the system, ana
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dally except practiced successfully without irriga- Fund. The project was formerly
na(i Btolen Farmington Boy, a tbor- A special medicine for all kidney and
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nny pouna Diiggaie carried irw.
The duty of water is based on opened hy public notice, dated Dec ment of this system the Hondo river oughbred stallion owned by George bladder disorders. Mary C.
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3 acre-fee- t
of water per acre per year, ember 17, 1907, the building charge is the source of the water supply, i W. Griffin. The horse, which was Wolfeboro, N. H., says- I was afflictovtn at 4;S8 a. in,
not
Mr.
is
some
but it
believed that crops will being announced at $31 per acre, and The river in this portion, of its chan- raised by
Griffin has shown
ed with a bad case of rheumatism, due
...... v.
...
F M. WILLIAMS,
v,cioiwii.i jcaia,
the charge for operation :uid mainten- nel has no
flow, and a res- fast gaits on tracks in different parts to uric acid that my kidneys failed
J. VAN HOUTEN,
uhij
E. G. DEDMAN,
2
acre-fee- t
of water is supplied. ance at $0.75 per acre per year. The ervoir was therefore necessary for of Colorado and New Mexico. The to clear out of my blood. I was so
G. M.,
a P. Agent,
V. P.
Superintendent.
few years he has been used only lame in my feet, joints and back that
The leakage in the distribution sys- latter
subsequently (public notice the storage of the flood waters of the past
tem referred to above has interfered dated June 2, 1909) being raised to stream. The reservoir is formed by as a driving horse and was the admi- it was agony for me to step. I used
Kidney Pills for three days
during the past season with full sup- - $1.35 per acre per year. There has six earth dikes, having an aggregate ration of all the horsemen in this secply of water to the lands at the times been allotted to this project a total length of 10,500 feet, constructed to tion. On account of the horse being when I was able to get up and move
it was desired, and this leakaee is of $705,000, which is practically all close the low places in the rim of a so well known it was hard for Mr. about and the pains were-al- l
gone.
HI
injuring the system in another wav expended. Of this $G04,73S.C2, or, say natural depression. A short earth- - Griffin to believe that he had been This great change in condition I owe
M
stolen but he thought it a practical to Foley Kidney Pills and recommend
that is. by the swamnine- nf lands $005,000, was charged to construction fill diversion dam with
ASK FOR TICKETS
near them.
It is stated that before and the remainder to operation and slopes diverts the water from the joke some of his friends were playing them to anyone suffering as I have."
on him. He drove in from his fruit
Sold at Capital Pharmacy,
the destruction of the old Avalon dam maintenance.
Taking the irrigable Hondo into the inl-- t canal, which is
about 3,000 acres of irrigible land had area of 20,000 acres, the expected re- provided with concrete spillways, a ranch, about 7:30 Saturday night, and:
tied the horse to a hitching post in
been injured by seepage.
The dis- turns from the building charges of
basin, and sluicing gates front of his residence less than
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continuance of irrigation resulted in $31
Paso,
From Santa Fe to
per acre is $020,00". There has for the removal of silt. This canal block off Main street and right in the
the
of
New
in
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water been charged to operation and main- discharges into the reservoir through business part of town. He was gone
ground
Douglas, and
Palace.
level in the swamped land; but the
less than twenty minutes when he reH. L. Luters, William
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Hammond,
seepage from the canals is again in
turned and the horse was gone. Large Denver: D. F I.vnnn rMnoan.
in u
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
juring this land and if this seepage
crowds of people were on the streets LeBterj Albuquerque- Lew
Taos"
Weil
is not materially reduced the area of
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
awaiting news of the Statehood elec- - Lee Reinhardt, S. E Furry St 'Louis'-swamped land will become as large
tion but none had seen the horse tak-!L- .
Epstein New York- E P Craig
or larger than before.
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The prevenen. A rain which lasted only a fewjDaIlas. H F Raynolds;
System
Albuquerque;
tion of this excessive
leakage is,
minutes washed out the tracks so
James R. DeMotte, Stanley
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therefore, one of the most important
to show the course tak-was
trace
left
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reasons for lining the main canals.
en. After making a thorough search! M A RogSj Albu ue' ,
if 4 rt
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13. The growing season at Carlsof the town, the horse could not bejrazoi0i Las
Vegag. E y chavez
bad is long and there is a wide dilocated and not until Sunday evening Angeles. HBranard. Roche'ster.
versification of crops.
was the trail found. The buggy was E w. Holmes c,
Among the
best paying crops are alfalfa, cotton,
an old rubber-tireone, the rubber iy;eXiC0
For Rates and full information address
tires had worn off on one wheel. It j'
grain, vegetables, and, probably,
Montezurna.
From statements made to
headed down the San Juan nver and
peaches.
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nola. w R Murdock Denver.' H
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Arnold," Pe- El Paso Texas.
land will readily bear the announced
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Bloom, Albuquerque; J.
Harry
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penntendent Shelton has an excellent jM HarUeV) Buckman. E P de c'ha
building charge of $31 per acre, as
well as an additional assessment of
organization of Navajo Indian police- E1 Pa
w A Durn
men who often aid the county au- $12 to $15 per acre to cover the estiCoronad
thorities in catching criminals, and he, W- - F
mated cost of improving the main
steadman,
Vegas; John
hurried several of its men out with SammesgUI.
canals by partially lining them with
Clovis; Alfredo
to
the
trail
up
pick
concrete.
asya Berna!0
Statements from local
soon as possible ana to ronow it ana
sources indicate that land not in
bring back the thieves. They picked DYSPEPSIA, GAS OR
reach of water are worth about $5
Tansill Dam in the Pecos at Carlsbad.
up the trail only a short, distance
ANY STOMACH DISTRESS.
per acre; while land having water
from Shiprock agency, which is 35
for full irrigation are worth from $50
west, of Farmington. After folmiles
to $150 per acre.
tenance about $100,000, for which a rock cut. There are two spillways lowing the track for about 30 miles, Sourness, Gas, Indigestion and Heart
burn Vanish and you Feel Fine
14. Proposed
extension and im- there has been collected (or accrued) for the reservoir, both being the nat- they overtook a couple who had come
in Five Minutes.
provementThe outlined project is to June 30, 1910, about $33,000. The ural rock at low places in the rim. to Farmington only a few days before
There would not be a caso of indistated to be 99.8 per cent completed. excess of operation and maintenance
had
a
and
local
taken
at
quarters
The area of good quailty land which over collections, therefore, is due The water is taken out of the reser rooming house. The man is about 27 gestion here if readers who are subto Stomach trouble knew the
can be reached by the present dis- principally to the betterments paid voir through the outlet canal, which and the woman 23. The
Navajos were ject
and digesttribution system is, however, con- for under that head. The construct- connects the low places in the reser- fully armed as they expected to have tremendous
ive virtue contained in Diapepsin.
siderably in excess of 20,047 acres ion charges having already been an- voir with the old river
in
was
trouble
arrest
as
the
it
making
channel, the
included in the project, and, if the nounced, betterments such as the dike
supposed that the horse had been This harmless preparation will digest
water supply justified, a considerable in Lake McMillan were made under water passing through the main dike stolen by some desperadoes from a heavy meal without the slightest
cast-iroadditional area could be brought un- an agreement with the water users' or dam in two
pipes Utah. But the couple surrendered fuss or discomfort, and relieve the
der water.
It has been proposed association, the substance of which embedded in concrete, suitable valves without. resistance and were lodged in sourest, acid stomach in five minutes,
by the water users' association that being that the cost of such better- and operating devices being provided. jail at Shiprock. Mr. Griffin secured besides overcoming all foul, Nauseous
the present distribution system be ments should not all be included in From the river the water is diverted an automobile and brought the pris odors from the breath.
Ask your pharmacist to show you
improved by lining the main canals the collection for a single year for by three short diversion
dams into oners to Farmington. The arrest was
where necessary, thus greatly re- operation and maintenance,
but the four main canals of the system. made in Colorado but the Indians the formula plainly printed on each
case of Pape's Diapepsin, then
ducing the leakage and benefiting the should be held as an open account The minor structures, such as drops knowing nothing of the technicalities
TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT
present irrigable lands by eliminating and gradually returned at the rate of and turn-outare of concrete. The of the law, brought the couple back you will readily understand why this
to New Mexico without requisition pa promptly cures Indigestion and
re
the swamping and by preventing a $0.35 per acre per yeaar.
CITY OFFICE IN
This de- canals and laterals are of the usual
moves such symptoms as Heartburn,
shortage of water when the demand ficit should, under the agreement, be type of unlined earth ditches. The pers.
a feeling like a lump of lead in the
is at the maximum, and at the same returned in about nine years. The reservoir embankments, the outlet
time securing a sufficient saving of above figures indicate that the pro- and inlet canals, and the earth-fil- l
distomach, Belching of Gas and Eructa- NEW MEXICAN DLDG.
tlons of undigested food, water brash,
diverted water to provide for the irMINES AND MINING
ject will return its entire cost to the version dam appear to be well deand
Nausea, Headache, Biliousness
rigation of an additional 5,000 acres reclamation fund.
The
signed and well constructed.
of land.
The association has pro
many other bad symptoms; and, besoil about the reservoir is in places
17.
Summary. (1) This project,
posed further that the entire cost of both as to lands and to water supply, impregnated with gypsum, the pressides, you will not need laxatives to
UNION DEPOT,
Cap Rock, Quay County "Sunday keep your stomach, liver and intestithis improvement,
is estiwhich
of
ence
which
the
within
reservoii
of
Colonel J. W. Green, Tom Stanfield nes
entirely within the territory
clean and fresh.
mated by the project engineer at lies
has caused considerable expense In
New Mexico.
accompanied by W'ill Stanfield and ys
If your stomach is sour and full of
he
to
acres
the
$250,000,
and maintenance of the scribe visited
the
5,000
charged
repair
irof
the .sold mines north
(2) Out of the 20,047 acres of
to be brought in. The board believes
gas, or your food doesn't digest and
bottom to keep it water tight This Grady. Colonel Green and Tom
under private
pro
that, should the water supply justify, rigable land .all 20is acres.
expense is not yet ended, as so far pose staying there this week, and your meals don't seem to fit, why not
the 5,000 acres so brought in would ownership except
cate from your druggist
there has not been sufficient water will put in a few shots to open up get a
(3) The various engineering works in the reservoir to
be benefited sufficiently
life worth living? Absolute
and
make
to enable
the
test
thoroughly
now
the
lead
are
they
Service in
following. The
AUTO CO. ROSWELL NEW MEX them to return a construction charge done by the Reclamation
bottom. The efficiency of the struc Grady tunnel looks good and like relief from Stomach misery and perthe improvement of this irrigation tures
of
an
fect digestion of anything you eat is
As
acre.
$50
stated
to
out
above,
the
designed
keep it
there could
Carrying the 17. S. mail and pas- the rate of $5.0o per hundred lb.
system appear to be well designed reservoir and to remove it from the worth the be something intwo there sure to follow five minutes after, and
to
as
the
the
however,
uncertainty
The
min
after.
acand
between
going
N.
M.,
Vaughn,
sengers
Special automobile furnished to
effect of the silting in Lake McMillan and well executed.
inlet canal has not been tested be- ers seem to be affected with the be- besides, one case is sufficient to cure
Rosweli, N. M., connecting with the commodate any number of passenger will
(4) The system Is In good condi cause of the very limited amount of lief that
have n the amount of water
gold In paying quantities is a whole family of such trouble.
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock In- to make special connection 'with an)
which can be made available for use tion, except from the excessive leak flood water during the two seasons to be found in the mountains and the
Surely, a harmless, inexpensive
land Railroads
and the Atchison, train at Vaughn, also to connect with
age in the reservoirs and the distri since the completion of the reservoir, shale formation
the
season
and
the
like Diapepsin, which will
during
irrigation
now
are
preparation
would
in
&
Torthey
New Mexico Central Railroad at
Santa Fe Railroad.
Topeka
system, and for the reduction and the board does not believe it to convince a
to the met- always, either at daytime or during
person
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive rance for Santa Fe, N. M., by com- uncertainty as to whether the third, buting
conor intermediate reservoir, is feasible caused by the aquatic growths,
be certain that these devices will be al to believe they were right. The night relieve your stomach misery
In Rosweli at 3:30 p. m.
municating with Manager of the Roswhich practically are the same successful in
Leave Rosweli at 12:30 a. m. arrive weli Auto Co., at Rosweli, N. M., at renders it very doubtful if more than dition
accomplishing their ob- Gradys tunnel is some 60 feet in the and digest your meals, Is about as
as before the purchase of the system.
acres
be
can
full
20,000
While
the
diversion dam and mountain, and the proespects are very handy and valuable a thing as you
irrigain Vaugban at 6 p. m.
given
ject
least 24 hours in advance. Bate foi
(5) The board believes that under the minor structures of concrete do flattering say the prospectors. The could have n the house.
Baggage allowance of 60 lbs. to special $40.00 to accommodate lour oi tion after silting in Lake McMillan
aver-has left it with, little storage capacity, present conditions, in a year of
not show the economy ot debgn or
each regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passenger to either point
sufficient water can be
even though the loss in the distribu- age run-of- f
dinarily noted on such works of the
tion system has been reduced to 25 carried to the farms for the 20,047 Reclamation Service, they will un
and
that
acres now on the project,
serve their purpose.
per cent.
there doubtedly
a year of low. run-of- f
4.
Water supply The drainage
15. The lining of the main canals even in
area of the Hondo river above the
with concrete, wherever found neces- will not be any injurious shortage;
Herewith are some Bargain ofreree TIME TABLE ALL
a complete sil reservoir is about 1,000 square miles,
is nevertheless regarded by the and further that with
sary,
will
by the New Mexican Printing comDANE
and much of it is said to be rough
board as necessarry improvement, ting up of the reservoirs there
LOCAL TRAINS both
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
to conserve water and to prevent be sufficient water from the perennial and broken, with a correspondingly
20,047 acres, provided
"As good a cow country as God ever made and now even
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheet
the swamping of land.
large run-ofIt has been flow to irrigate
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c Missouri
in
distribution
system
the
losses
the
The foUowing are the time tables suggested that this
5.
to
1869
Hondo
River
the
Prior
the jack rabbits have left it
improvement be are reduced
Pleading forma, $5; Missouri Code of the local railroads:
by lining the canals, to had a perennial flow through its en
th8
first
made,
up
gradually
taking
Pleadings,
$8; the two for 110.
25 per ce;nt.
tire course, but due to increased use
lining of those places where the leak- approximately
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws of
final cost of for
estimated
The
(6)
most
serious and that it be paid
agricultural purposes in its upper
A. T. 4 S. F. Ry.
age is
New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and 1903,
this project is about $005,000, all of reaches the lower portion of the Hon
Leave
assessments
20,047
for
the
by
against
English and Spanish pamphlets, 26c;
which had been expended prior to do became dry except during floods,
8.10 a. m. connect with No. S west- acres now in the project, the assess
full leather $3.
Sheriffs Flexible
did to the
This was the situation at the time THIS is what sheep herding
to
he
in
Included
ment
collections for June 30, 1910.
Cover Pocket Docket, single, $1.25; bound. No. 10 eastbound.
Hidden Water in Arizona
be the
around
can
This
reasonably
country
(7)
project
was
first investigated by
and maintenance and to be
two or more books, $1 each. New
to the the project
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 operation
and it caused a war between cattle and sheep
No dis
Reclamation Service.
so distributed in the different years expected to return its cost
Mexico uSpreme Court Reports, Not. p. m.
men that Mr. Coolidge describes In a manReclamation
Fund.
measurements
had
made
been
to
annual
amount
the
that
10
charge
t and inclusive $3.30 each. Com di- 4:00 p. m. connect with No. 1 west
aggregate
ner that has'nt been equaled since Owen
board
It
ot
the
In
the
opinion
(8)
evidence
to
as
and
the
too
the Wister wrote " The Virginian." There are
burdensome. This
only
be paid is not
lation Corporation Laws, 76c Compil- bound.
an
additional
to
not
take
is
advisable
run-off
amount of
lay in the frequent
ation Mining L.- s, 50c Money's
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30 plan would benefit the present irri- acreage into the project unless pro
plenty of thrills in this book, just enough
flooding of the town of Rosweli. The
Digest of New Mexico Reports, full p. m.
gated lands at the expense of such
romance and lots of action, but what youll
reduction
.of
vision Is made both for
natural channel at this point Is hardkeep, $6.60; fall list school blanks.
7:20 p. m. connect with No. 7 and lands and would require no advance
like best is the way the author describes it
losses in the distributing system and ly more than 20 feet wide and from 6 all and the combination
is irresistible.
9 westbound;
No. 4 and 8 eastbound. of money from the reclamation fund,
additional
for
storage.
TO AND FROM ROBWttl- to 10 feet deep, and its carrying capReturning arrive at Santa Fe 11:10 since the improvement could be car
as
No
be
can
expressed
opinion
(9Y
A. C. McCLURG & CO., Publishers
Connection made with Automobile p. m.
ried on only as fast as the actual col
acity is small.
adline at Vaughn for Rosweli, dally.
lections of the assessments would to the feasibility of obtaining
$1.35 NET
ditional storage until a more comAutomobile leaves Vaughn for Res-we(To be concluded.)
D. & R. G. Ry.
Rec
the
made
examination
is
by
plete
at 8:80 a. m. and arrives at Roe-weLeave 10:15 a. ro. for north.
lamation Service ot the "Third"
at 8:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
LOOK FOR THE BEE HIVE
reservoir site.
Rosweli for V&ughan at 12:30 a. m.
Arrive 3:35 p. m. from north.
On the package when you buy Foboard believes that the ley's Honey and Tar for coughs and
New Mexico Central Ry.
and arrives at Vaughn t 6 p. m. The
TVaftsraTfc aTVmrI (10) ofThe
I
the main canals with con- colds. Nonfr genuine without the Bee
Leave 7:30 a. m. connects with No
lining
(are between Santa Fe and Torrance
crete to reduce the leakage is a nec- Hive. Remember the name, Foley's
is $5.80 and between Torrance and 84 east and 33 south and west
NOW ON SALE
BOOKSTORE
Rotwell 10. Reserve seats on auto
Arrive 8 p. m. with connection from 3 ioTi);J!iVJ!llliVllBgirAil
essary Improvement; that such work Honey and Tar and reject any substiI
5Qc.
UHSHIII
1.25c.
33
assessments
uniMimjl
should
No.
be
mobile
for
34
wire.
J.
W.
No.
hy
Stockard.
tute. Sold at Capital Pharmacy.
south and west
lay
by
paid
east;
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THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE. N.
when properly built and sprinkled with a small amount
an excellent road.

GOOD ROADS.
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the I)ona Ana t'ountv ciii,,rt.
four pieces, after beins
marked, were all p. it in a .'. ;.er cen; - "on of toOee of Sulphuric
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"The location of a railroad is ivinr it its constitution. It may
be sick, almost unto death, with accidents of construction and
management, but with a good constitution it will ultimately recover."
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Method of Road Grading.
The above is also applicable to the construction of Good Eoads
and great care should be' taken to cut down grades and
expense
in locating or
of roads.
A Good Eoads Commission was created a little over a
year ago
by an act of the Legislature of 1909 and the wisdom "of such
legislation is borne out by the results that have been accomplished
by this Commission since its creation.
The Commision is composed of the Governor who is the Chair-

ft

v

' .

"

lutein

Limesfonerafe 8"th!clr s.
I
with largest

ffcad Bed

e.
i

s

long-fewant in road building. Dangerous places in the mountains are protected by the e of concrete posts connected with
steel chains.
The policy of this (lood l.'oads Commission, judging from what
it has done in the past, is to establish a system of highways as
economically as possible where it is most needed and to construct
the road in the most ditiicult parts on such system in a permanent
manner leaving such portions, in event any is left, where it can
be easily completed bv the counties through which the system
traverses, in other words, it is demonstrating what can and should
be done in the way of building roads, eic.
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ing it in 23 per cent Sulphuric Acid (II 2 SO 4) for one hour and
twenty minutes. This is a very severe test hut these acids are
used as they contain nearly all of the substances the iron would
be subjected to in actual use only
many times more severe. These
tests show a very slight deterioration on the American
Ingot Iron
or less than 3 per cent, while on steel in the same test the deterioration was 90 per cent. This indicates that thu
nai.f.0
of the American Ingot Iron to be, under these conditions, over
.
i
i
ii
inirty times longer than steel.
We have also just completed another
comparative test with some
pieces of iron that we cut out of a cnrriumted iron f.nlTor
a
in the road between Anthony and Las Cruces by the County Commissioners of Dona Ana County. These pieces of iron were one
incn ny two incites, one ot them we ground off the galvanizing
while on the other We left it OH. Tllf nHmr un ninr-nvf
were cut out of an American Inrot Iron culvert that we had re- j
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cember, 1909, but in spite of the lack of funds many surveys
were immediately commenced before the
regular appropriation
was available. The cost of
making these surveys was paid by
donations in many instances and in others out of a small amount
of money that was left over from the El Camino Eeal
Fund, thus,
by the time the first appropriation was available construction
work was started on several different roads.
Since the Commission was created it has actually
surveyed and
platted over five hundred miles of road, examined into various
roads amounting to something like 1000 miles and has
actually
constructed in the neighborhood of one hundred and fifty miles
of road and repaired over two hundred miles more.
The principal roads that have been surveyed and constructed
or practically constructed are the Las Vegas-Eato- n
and Colorado State Line Eoad and the Albuquerque-Sant- a
Fe Road, both
of which is a part of the Great Scenic Highway, the Silver
Eoad, the Eoswell-Carrizoz- o
Eoad and the Deming Eoad.
These roads that have been constructed have been either built
with convicts or through the
system as it is very
difficult to measure up the construction 'work connected with the
building of roads when let by contract and in this way the Commission has been able to save for the Territory the contractor's
profit.
The natural conditions of the Territory are generally favorable
for cheap and easy maintenance of good roads when they have
been properly constructed, the rainfall being
light and the natural
material good. Grades in the mountainous country are being kept
tinder a nine per cent grade while in the valleys they are much
less. Permanent construction is contemplated by the use of
long
-

M

it out.

r-

Support-

i

read bed and

washing

of large rocks.

The first highway constructed under the supervision of the Territorial Good lioads ('oiiiiiikion was from 1 fa ton. X. M., to the
Colorado State Line, where it connects with a similar road built
hv the State of Colorado.
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proceedings of the
city council.
Santa
N.

Fe,
M., Dec. Cth. 1910.
Regular Session.
Council nu t In regular session.
Mayor Scligman in the chair, and
Councilmen Armijo, liaca, Gable, Lo
pez, Moya, Ortiz and Wheelon. pres- Absent
Councilman
Alarid.
ient.
The minutes of November 1st were
read and approved. The report of
the City Clerk, City Treasurer and
City Marshal were read and referred
to the Finance Committee.
Tinea
AVheelnn
Ccuncilman
and
asked for further time on the mat1 r
of widening Upper Palace avenue,
which was granted. The mayor reported that waste water was tuhhim;
t
back of the P.ank Saloon and
Pros, store. This matter was;
referred to Councilman
Wheelon,
Chairman of the Health Committt e.
A motion was made by Councilman
Armijo that Mayor Peligman shall lix
and sign the recessary clearance paIi.
James
pers for
Read. The council then adjourned.
ARTHUR SKl.lG.MAN,
Mayor.

Road.
Retaining Wall, Picaclio Hill,
Previous to the building of this road it was quite an undertak
ing to get a wagon and team from Trinidad, Colo., to Iiaton,
and almost impossible with an automobile while now it is made
in one hour and twenty minutes. On the Xew Mexico side this
road is built along the top of a high ridge, a spur of the Eaton
Mountains, thus, a Hording a magnificent view of the mountains
on either side, every turn in the road presenting a new picture of
mountain scenery. Xear the south end where the ridge drops
view of the city
abruptly eight hundred feet, one gets a bird's-ey- e
of L'aton and the prairie country to the south for eighty miles.
This road is built in a very substantial manner, long stretches
of it being blasted out of the mountain sides of solid rock, and in
places where the bluffs are very steep are placed large concrete
posts with heavy iron chains to guard against any possible accidents. It was built to a standard width of eighteen feet and generally very light grades used; only in one place in the maximum
of eight per cent used. Shortly after this road was opened it had
become quite a thoroughfare, not only locally, but for transcontinental automobilists and is destined to become much more so
as to the roads further west are improved.
During the fall of 1000 the Good IJoads Commission made some
much more needed improvements on the road from Eaton to Las
Vegas, particularly at Dog Canon and Coyote Creek which were
almost impassable. Here the grades are cut down and new fords
made so that no trouble is experienced in crossing them.
Considerable work was done towards improving the Scenic Highway between Las Vegas and the Hot Springs, though on account
of the extreme cold weather in December this work had to be
temporarily abandoned. Practically all of this work was done
with convict labor.
Hosnell-Carrizoz-

o

Cart-wrigh-

Attest:
T. O.

PFI.fi ADO,

City Clerk.
Santa Fe, X. M., .Tan. 3rd, 1011.
Regular Session,
Council met in regular session.
Mayor Seli"man in the chair, and
Councilmen
Ortiz,
Armijo, Lopez,
CounMoya, and Wheelon, present.
cilmen Alarid, Paca and Gable v. "re
The minutes of Dec. tith,
absent.
were read and approved.
The report
of City Clerk and City Marshal were
read and referred to the Finance
Committee.
Pills against the City
for the quarter ending Dec. 31st, liilO,
were examined and approved by the
A communicaFinance Committee.
tion from Charles V. Safford in regard to the City Ponds was read, and
referred to Mayor Seligman, with full
power to act. A communication from
M. Smyth about a rock crusher was
read, and referred to the Pridge and
Several applicaStreet Committee.
tions were presented to council, for
the City Garbage Wagon, hut no action was taken. It was moved and
seconded that an additional $25.00 be
paid to the City Marshal for the good
work done in collecting Road Tax.
The council then adjourned.
ARTHUR SELIGMTJ,
Attest:
MayOT."
T. P. DELGADO,
City Clerk.
For LaGrlppe Coughs and Stuffy Colds
Take Foley's Honey and Tar. It
gives quick, relief and expels the cold
from your system. It contains no
opiates, is safe and sure. Sold at
Capital Pharmacy.
NOTICE

FOR

PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 13, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (20 Stats., 834), as amended
by the act of February 21, 18&3. (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
S. Ct. Commissioner at Cuba, N. M.,
on March 10, 1011, viz.: Frank E.
Sturges, of Albuquerque, N, M., for
SE
SE
NE
the N
SB
2

4

4

of Sec. 10, W
and NE
NW
of SV
NW
NE
SV
W
SE
NW
E
and SW
SW
of NW
of Sec. 11, T.
20 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years preceding the survey of the
township, viz.:
E. A. Miera, V. S. Miera, Juan Jose
Salazar all of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof;
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulation
c the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant,
end to offer evidence In rebuttal of
that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
2
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CULVERT.

CONCRE TE ARCH CULVERTS

4

4
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4

American Ingot Iron Culvert used on Scenic Highway, Sunta Fe Caflon.

life material. Sandy stretches are acadamized
by what is called
a sand-cla- y
road bed, the road, is graded
up properly and the sand
water and clay is mixed in
proper proportions and spread over the
road bed in layers and then rolled, thickness of sand-cla- y
roads
eight to fourteen inches, each layer being packed thoroughly. This
material makes a hard surface and wears
well, the sand relieves the
sticky qualities of the clay when wet and the clay itself binds the
sand particles together making a solid mass unaffected
by temperature or moisture. A thin layer of
gravel spread over a sand-cla- y
road and then rolled adds to the
wearing surface and probably
makes one of the best roads possible out of natural material for
crossing sandy stretches. One of the greatest difficulties encountered in road building in this
Territory is the lack of moisture
and water to bring the material to the
proper consistency for the
material to bond.
On soil material where limestone
gravel ia abundant road beds
are made, of this material, the grades
being constructed
then
a coating of limestone gravel spread over the surface offirst,
the road
bed and thoroughly packed, the traveling over the
road bed packs
it down more and grinds up the finer portion of the gravel into
a
cement and practically cements the road bed
together in one solid
piece, thus, making an excellent road bed. Clean hard
when
used needs a small amount of clay mixed with it aa a gravel
binder and

Fe.

i

ii't.idm.

where needed?

Box

TYPEWRITERS.
C!e;,ned. adjusted and repaired. New
platents furnished. Riijbons and sup- l.'ies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled
All repair work and typewriters guar- Ex-- j
Umccd. Santa F Typewriter
Phone 231.
change.

THE SCENIC HIGHWAY.

Loose reck

Appiy

X. M.

?

ties of the Territory from thirtv-on- e
to thirtv-f- i
Bridges and culvert- - have been largely made of reinforced concrete as this material grows better by age. However we have been
testing and are now using American Ingot Iron corrugated culverts in many places as they are easy to put in and can be transported very cheap, thu-- , making them very suitable for
places. We are testing ihe lasting-qualitieof this iron by cutting
out a piece of iron from each culvert that we
put in and submerg- -

0 Utter with concrete
culverts across road

mann-ss-

Ff)it SAI.F A nearly new Smith
Premier No. 1 Typr.wriir. Also two
Standard incui.ators, in perfect
Apply

vary

man of the Commission, the Commissioner of Public Lands who
is the Secretary and the Territorial Engineer who is the
Engineer
of the Commission and under whom the
supervision of the construction work is done.
Before commencing construction work on the building of good
roads it was necessary to make many surveys to determine
upon
the best location for the road and the engineering features as to
how such work should be done.
The Commission was in the first place handicapped through
the fact that the Act provided that the money to be used in the
construction of Good Roads should be collected from a levy of
one mill which did not become available for use until about De- -

and
iron

.

ton-Iditio-

roads
wepti,, pn.i!,!v a little cheaper, Simply
grading roads over prairie lands co,ts from fifteen to iil'i dollars
per mile, while gradin- - roads over rolling country vie
is some side-hi- ll
work but which can be done with a s'.e,
a.h-r
costs from twenty to one hundred and
fifty dollars per ini'e varying on the natural coalitions.
I.Vk work in mountainous roads
costing all the way from one thousand to several thousand .1,, liars
per mile. The most expensive road construction is where the
work has to be done hv hand labor and in such places wh. r- there
is large quantities of solid rock work, convicts are used to a Soo.l
advantage, the cost of boarding the convicts
in different localisand-cla- y

-r-

lift

horse, saddle
Z ;
ho ...

f ur

lied springs aiul
this office.

tb.-tha-

'

Five room modern
i'hone Red 15.

FOli SAI.F
bridle: 12x1
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v :--

modern

in Rood condition,

The cost of constnn tin,' sand clav roads varv from tin-..hun
dred to two thousand dollars
mile, according to the
the distance the clay has to l,c drawn and the amount
there is in the clay to commence with, together with
distance
water has to be hauled. Grave! roads cost about !.'.
aiiic

as

"

j

i!,.-an-

Improper mi',we
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amount of sand,
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American Ingot Iron Culvert in Place. Scenic
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Santa Fe Canyon.
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Andrews Cash

no. 4

QSiSDll

n0.4

Jan. 26.
Colo.,
Denver,
The forecast is generally fair
in south portion; snow in north
or Friday.
tonight
portion
Colder in northeast portion
Friday.

Grocery and Bakery
Suar

00

SI

16
Sweet Potatoes

"Merrills

Oranges Dz.

20c. to 60c.

Lemons Dz.

30c

Smelt per

35c.

Sausages

Large Bananas

Dz.

If it's at, the Elks',
You Will Find the

35c

Dz.

Best" Butter 2!b.

for

25c

lb.

V Si

Every Friday

Dressed Hens

!

21c

lb.

per

7

30

Dressed, Turkeys per lb.

Dressed Springs per lb.

21c

Pinto Beans 31b. for

25c

Bars Diamond "C" Soap

25

Ic 100 Bars Diamond "C" Soap $3.35
6

Bars Pearl White

100
3

25c

Soap

Bars Pear! White Soap

it's good.
little Brown Jug

D ON't

$3.85

j

25c

Phone No. L

IC Its Cut Glass--

"

flat

or hollow) Jewelry-o- f
any kindNovel
ties Filigree Work
Electroliers or any

thing
S7
No piece with-

'V

-

If)

out this Trade

of

quality

our line.
Mark on it

ig

in

Satisfaction at

We Guarantee

ijAWKES

YOUR BUYING OR PLACE YOUR ORDERS WITH

The Popular Gift Store.

SPITZ, Manufacturing Jeweler.
satisfaction ASSURED
CUSS CORRICK'S HACK LINE THF.OPORE
ORRIOK. Prop

FIRST

SERVICE

Popia?cles Buggies and Saddle Horses

THE BIG STORE
Sample Line Ladies Waists
Hundred

Fifteen

Beautiful

Waists, entire

sample line of New York's leading manu-

facturer to be sold at very

PRICES.

LOW

Those waist offerings will more than please
50

you.

per

cent

ON

THE

DOLLAR.

The Lot is limited only numbering

Hundred

Fifteen

All are

are carefully finished. You would'nt hesitate to pay from $3.00 to $5.00 for any of them under
ordinary circumstances
Involved are two styles- - made of fine quality linen.
One style is trimmed with Persian trimming, one is
Very
embroidery trimmed, with the Dutch neck.
popular this season
new.

All

We pay salaries and spend our money at homewe are putting in an extensive
assortment the LATEST and BEST in Street garments for YOUR BENEFIT I

JULIUS H. GERDES

Cash Store

in

temperature yesterday and the

av- -

erage humidity was 84 per cent. The
precipitation for the 24 hours ending
at 6 a. m. today was 0.04 of an inch
of rain. There was the dense fog in
the early morning and it held sway
for four hours with a trace of rain
for an associate. The afternoon was
partly cloudy with sunshine at inter
vals. It was cloudy at night with a
sprinkle of rain.
The New York Police, a descriptive
picture worth seeing.
It is the season wnen the ladies are
beginning to think of their spring
suits; the newest, most complete and
most desirable things in ladies suits
and garments, from the best eastern
markets are now on the way to the
old, reliable store of Julius H. Ger--!
des. In a large new ad. in this issue,
he makes some very pointed and
timely suggestions in regard to the
buying and placing of orders for
spring suits, skirts and other gar--;
ments. When you buy at home, you
are where you can always have
things righted, and it is always money
In your pocket. Mr, Gerdes also has
a new and fine line of shoes ana otn-- i
er attractions. Read the advertise- -

ment
Snow at Carlsbad Carlsbad has re--i
celved the best snow of the season,
about half an inch falling during the
night and early morning. The snow
melted slowly and is of great benefit
to the cattlemen and the farmers under the project. It seems to have been
general and extended to the Texas
line.
Licenses The following
Wedding
wedding licenses were issued: Dr. L.
H. Chamberlain and Mrs. Edna Stewart-Lamb
of Albuquerque.
Leo E.
Butts and Miss Alice Plowman of this
city; Jose Inez Martinez and Manuel-itMeder, of Chimayo.
fate
Typewriter Men Busy As
would have it, typewriter men from
all over the southwest were in the
city today, looking after new business
and touching up machines already
sold. The representatives of four different companies were here and were
conspicuous particularly at the capi-to- l.

CanH lie
J

Sure to examine the line now its
a good stocking.
Be

II

Nathan Salmon.
Tailor and Clothier.

being unannounced to the
friends of this popular
couple in Albuquerque. The wedding
was a quiet affair, the couple quietly
leaving the city and going to the capital where they were married, their
friends being left to learn the news
as best they could. Dr. and Mrs
Chamberlain
are among the best
known people of Albuquerque and it
is safe to say no wedding ceremony
ever united a couple more thoroughly
liked and more pleasing than they
are. Albuquequeans will look forward to many happy hours to bo
spent in the future home of Dr. and
Mrs. Chamberlain when they will
have returned to the city and taken
up the routine of home life."

ceremony

host
I

of

of the defendants to plead the judgment goes against the defendants in
the bond and the sureties who signed the bond with them under subsection 226, chapter 107, Laws of 1907.
No. 1320. Territory of New Mexico
appellee, vs. Jack Donahue, alias John
Donahue, appellant, appeal from district court for Bernalillo county. Re
versed and the case remanded for a
new trial. The opinion is by Judge
M. C. Mechem and is concurred in by
all the judges except Judge Abbott
who tried the case and Judge Parker
who was not a member of the court
when the case was argued, and therefore he did not take part in the de- SANTA FE GIVES
2326 MAJORITY.
cision.
Case No. 1331. Carrie M. Childers
(Continued From Page One.)
vs. Frank Hubbell. Motion to offset
granted. The case is from Bernalillo
district where school is in sescounty and arose out of claims for every
sion.
legal services by the late Attorney
Yes, Get a License.
W. B. Childers against Frank A.
Game and Fish Warden Tomas P.
Case No. 135G. First National Bank Gable's office is being deluged with
letters from hunters all over the terof Albuquerque, apellee, vs. H. J.
asking if a license is needed to
J. M. Miler,
trustee in ritory
kill ducks. Mr. Gable is sending out'
bankruptcy, appellant, on appeal from the
district court, Bernalillo county. An out following letter which was sent j
about this time two years ago and
gued and submitted.
shows that a license is necessary to
Case No. 1315. Territory of New hunt ducks
according to the attorney
Mexico vs. Robert H. Pierce, appelgeneral:
lant; appeal from the district court Mr. Thomas P. Gable, Territorial
of Bernalillo county. Affirmed. The
Game and Fish Warden, Santa'Fe.
opinion is by Associate Justice Wright
Dear Sir I am in receipt of your
and is concurred in by Chief Justice letter of yesterday, asking whether
Associate
Justices McFie, persons hunting duck require a liPope,
Parker and Mechem.
Judge Ab- cense under the game law of New
bott, having tried the case, did not Mexico. The first section of the act
participate, and Judge Roberts, not of 1909 provides that "No person shall
having been a member of the court at any time shoot, hunt or take in
at the time of the submission of this any manner any game which is by
The de- law protected in this territory, with
case, did not participate.
tails of the case are; too vile for publication.
R. H. Pierce was superintendent of the Blind Asylumn at
He was sentenced to the
Penitentiary. The syllabus says in
Hub-bel-

part:
"It is not error to use a requested
instruction, even if correct in law, if
the instructions given by the court
on its own motion, fully cover the
law of the case.
Evidence of the reputation of a de
fendent for truth and veracity is not
admissable (prior to any attack upon
such reputataion) except where such
reputation or trait ot character has
reference to the nature of the charge
'
against him.

Francisco Griegos Dead Francisco
Griego, the two months-olbaby of
Mr. and Mrs. Bibian Griegos, died
yesterday morning, after a brief illness. The funeral will take place
this afternoon from the catedral. Interment will be fade in Rosario ceme- ROMANCE CULMINATED IN
tery. Undertakers Mulligan and RisTHE ANCIENT CITY.
ing are in charge.
Dr. L. H. Chamberlain, prominent
Mason, and
One Hundred
Litigants Litigants physician and
Steward-Lamb- ,
both of Al
it
are
is
Edna
Mrs.
100,
numbering
estimated,
concerned in the trespass to try title buquerque, stole a march on their
suit of Richard di Palraa vs. Jose friends by coming to Santa Pe, where
phine Crosby and others, the hearing they were married without any hut
of which is In progress in the 34th a tew Intimate friends knowing it.
district court before special Judge J. They took out a marriage license in
P. Woodson at El Paso. The intro- Probate Clerk Armijo's office Tues
duction of testimony Is expected to day afternoon, and were married yeslast over a week. The suit involves terday, though the details are not
title to the "Priests' Farm" territory kxown.
The Albuquerque Citizen says ot
and Catholic church property, three
miles west of Tsleta. Dispute as to the wedding:
"Dr. L. H. Chamberlain and Mrs.
whether the land is Tsleta or Ascar-Steward-Lam- b
were united in
basic
of
Edna
the
one
la
ate grant property
marriage at Santa Fe yesterday, the
principles In the case.
d

If you are planning to make money from
waists this season the sample line will appeal
to you.
your order if you can't
caiat the storei and
same will be filled immediately.

PEOPLE.

Yours for Square Dealing on Quality Goods

a

Early choosing will be an advantage to you.

I

CCI

A

We have been doing business here for 40 years standing back of
every garment we sell with a satisfactory guarantee, both as to
fit and quality, as we have an expert fitter.

!

S.

HIT
i

Our prices will be the lowest possible consistent with the quality you
wish to buy. Our dealing with you will be such as to merit your
trade. We therefore bespeak your patronage and assure you, if
you place orders with outside people, you will sincerely regret it
when you see our line and get our prices.
As a forerunnerwe now have in a new line of the snappiest, latest
and best of shoes in all the latest fads and fancies.

j

Silverware

A

DON'T WE DESERVE YOUR PATRONAGE?

Give us your standing order

for fish and poultry.
Phone No. 4.
F. Andrews

DO

pied by him.
Snow in Lincoln County Snow to
the depth of three Inches has fallen
in Alto, Lincoln county.
Social Club Meeting. All those interested in the matter of the Santa
Fe Social Club are asked to attend
the meeting at the Commercial Club
room this evening at eight o'clock.
Directors Elected At the annual
meeting of the San Pedro Placer Min-- j
ing Company, the following directors
were elected for the ensuing year: L.
B. Prince, J. T.
McLaughlin, R. L.
Baca, J. W. Mayes and V. L. Bean,
A Gambler of the West, at the Elks'
tonight.
Forty-eigh- t
Cases Small pox From
January 1 up to date there have been
Of this
48 cases In El Paso, Texas.
number, 10 patients have died and
Ha?.three of these were women in a deli-of
cate condition.
is the
Mr. rook says, experience
chief factor, and the thing that counts
most in filling prescriptions because
it takes years for a druggist to perfect his first knowledge. If you are
in need of drugs, or in case you may
sometime be, read the ad.
and Released
Negro Arrested
Eugene Hall, alias Kitchen, a negro
telearrested in Albuquerque, on
graphic- advice from El Paso, has
The negro
been ordered released.
was searched for a $G0O diamond,
which was taken several days ago
from a race horse owner in El Paso.
use for many
Ladies all have
waists, especially in the early spring;
an unexcelled and seldom offered opportunity is advertised in this issue
by N. Salmon, who has secured, for
the big store, the entire sample line
of a New York manufacturer, which
will be sold at fifty ceuts on the dollar. All are new styles and fine
goods. Read the ad. and take advantage of it.
Speared a Dog Pablo Zambrano, a
paper picker in El Paso, who was arrested Monday on a charge of cruelThe
ty to animals, was fined ?3 in police
court. Zambrano became enraged at
a dog which was playing in the park,
and threw a pointed spear, used to
The SANTA RITA CASE
pick up paper, at the canine.
spear forced its way through the
IS REVERSED-dog's back, causing its death.
From 28 to 48. That was the range
(Continued trom fage One.)
1

Dutch cleanser

nice AC

C

We wish to announce that we have, on the way, one of the
FinestNewestMost Extensive Lines of Suits, Skirts, Wraps
and Spring ApparelEver Seen in Santa Fe
:: ::

ii

j

Fresh Poultry
and Fish

A

They are incurring Extra Expense to get outoftovn
trade and they make that Expense up ON YOU.

65c

20c and 25c

Fish per lb.

THURSDAY, JANUARY 28, 1911.

I iv i m lhuiij yji pah a ru

Filters at GOEBELS.
Travis Store Closed W. M. Travis
today vacated the store rooms in the
Catron block which had been occu-

Fresh Eggs

20c

Fresh Tomatoes lib

00

lbs for
25c.

41b

Qt

TA THE

I

M.

The Cash Store

out first having in his possession a
hunting license as hereinafter provided for the year In which such shooting or hunting is done." The answer
to your question is to be found in the
consideration of whether or not ducks
are by law protected in this territory.
The act does not provide any close
season for the shooting of ducks, and,
at the first glance, it might appear
that this indicates that ducks are not
protected by law; but the creation of
close and open seasons for shooting
game is not the only species of protection which may be given by law.
By section 7 of the act, it is provided
that the right given by the act to take
or kill game is limited to twenty ducks
for each person in any one calendar
day, and it is further provided that
no person shall have in his possession
at one time more than thirty ducks.
These provisions clearly constitute a
species of protection for ducks, although the season for shooting them
is in no way limited.
Under section 34, there can be no
doubt that any person exceeding the
limitations contained in section 7 as
to the killing or having in possession
the specified number of ducks, could
be prosecuted and damages recovered

(u
UUl

and any such person might be prosecuted criminally under section 43.
In my opinion there can be no doubt
that a license is required for hunting
and killing ducks as well as for other
game birds.
Yours truly,

FRANK W. CLANCY,
Attorney General.
In accordance with the above ruling
deputy wardens will please require all
persons hunting ducks to provide
themselves with proper license.
Yours truly,
THOMAS P. GABLE,
Territorial Game and Fish Warden.
NEW

MEXICO

CORPORATION

LAWS, RULES AND FORMS.
Published September, 1910. All Laws on
all Classes of Corporations, on Banking
Irrigation, Mining, Railroads, etc Complete Rules and Forms for Filing.

935 Pages, $7.00
Write for Circular.

C

F. KANEN,

Santa Fe,

N. M.

That tne

WllnU

New Year we are Inst
entering may be
for each and evefy one a HaPPy New Year; a
year fu" of Health and Prosperity: With thanks
for all favors shown us and hoping your New Year Resolution will be

I

-

W ISM

Will Trade With
II. C.

m

Yontz

San Francisco St.

Wtlvjflo

mmuM&si only
OUNCES

MILWAUKEE

Price

tlfOCOlATES
Are Considered tobe

TheWorld's finest

will rever

You
V

fyow row good

well-know- n

GdJdy

G&ry

be

tillyou try tlGSG
Always

freseat

ZOOK'S
i

PHARMACY.

mm
The Ideal Stropper

$2.00

for Gillette Blades,

It is light, compact, and easy

tooperate.

Simply

insert the blade and the stropper does the rest.

We carry a complete line of cutlery,
safety, and old style razors, strops,

brushes, soaps, etc,

The Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.

